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Title word cross-reference

1 [ARV+18, FFG+18, SPE+17a, VMR+19]. 2 [MF16b]. 3 [CZW+18, GTMZ+15, KBT+19, LJS+16a, LJS+16b, MF16b, NKH+19, NPC17, PHKY17, PSL+17, SPJ+15, TYD+15, VZB19]. 4 [HHM15, JJB+19, KT15a, KT15b, NMN+15]. 5 [DZB+18, GWZ+19]. 6 [HHM15]. + [BKH+15, CWL+17, CNC+18, MPMP16, OBY+15, WZG+17, WRGB+15]. 2+ [CCQ+18, CBM+16, LE16, MPMP16, MWSM18, MWSM19, MPW+19, RGOS+16, SZL+16, Sør17, SBP+16, WZG+17, WWT18]. Cdc55 [JRH+16]. Dpb11 [LCD+17]. Fizzy [DLM+15]. G12D [XWZ+15]. PCh2 [NHCB15]. Rad9 [LCD+17]. ZYG11 [BHS+16, Bra16]. 1 [CNC+18]. 2 [CCLL17, CWZ+15, Dic17, GPD+19, HQW15, JKW17, KML+15, LLW+15, MBC+19, DR19, SKZ+18a, Yud19]. 2α [XJG+17]. 3 [RSC+19]. α [BNS+17, BKG+15, BAGM17, CST+16, CHI+15, CKS+15, DR16, FBBRCA+18, FRP+17, GSP+18, HDA+17, JCK+19, KT15a, KT15b, LLC+17, LBV+17, MB17a, MSS+17, NNK+15, PAC+15, Qi17, RKK+18,
STR+18, SSV+18, SFZ+17, TTU+17, WWZ+18, WIS+17, YTGA16, ZT15].
β [AGB+19, ACG+17, ARV+18, BAGM17, CHS+17, CSG+15, CIK+17,
DVS+17, DKA+16, FWL+17, FVF+16, GBD+18, HAK+15, JLB+18,
JJB+19, Les15u, LJ17b, LDR+19, LSS+15, LLC+17, MA17, MSS+17,
PhHS+16, PTK16, PLH18, PW19, PAC+15, RRM+17, Sho15s, SPJ+15,
SHVO+18, SLG+18, TSK+18, TSK+19, VXF+15, WWZ+18, WEQ+15,
WGHE+18, WXZ+15, XMJ+19, XTT+18, YYZ+15, ZT15].  β-42 [QYC+17].
δ [DVS+17, GSD+15, RKK+15, WDM+15].  γ [CKS+15, IZZ+18, cLNF+16,
LDR+19, LBV+17, MSS+17, MSL16, SVD+15, Sho15s-68, SKZ+18b].  κ
[Hu15, LAMACE+17, MCS+15, YGMR+17, ZLG+15, dVGO+16].  μ
[NEW+17].

-1 [RKK+18].  -actin [MSS+17, SVD+15, Sho15-68, SPJ+15].  -actinin-
[KT15a, KT15b].  -appendage [FRP+17].  -arrestin [HDA+17, PhHS+16].
-barrel [JLB+18, WEQ+15].  -binding [RSC+19].  -Catenin
[CHI+15, WGHE+18, WIS+17, GBD+18, LJ17b, RRM+17, MB17a].
-dependent [KT15a, KT15b, CBM+16].  -directed [GSD+15].
-Glycan-dependent [LGH+18].  -induced [VXF+15, WXZ+15].  -Integrins
[JCK+19].  -kinase [GWZ+19a, JJB+19].  -like [DVS+17].  -phosphatase
[DBZ+18, NMN+15].  -phosphate [HHM15, Les15o, LJ+16a, LJS+16b].
-PIX [LSS+15].  -QC [MPA+16].  -Secretase [IZZ+18, LDR+19].
-secretases [CKS+15].  -stimulated [MWSM18, MWSM19].  -synuclein
[CST+16, DR16].  -TAT1 [FBBRCA+18].  -tubulin
[BNS+17, cLNF+16, MSL16, SKZ+18b].  -TuSC [cLNF+16].

/H [MPMP16].

1 [AZS+15, BKH+15, CWL+17, CRPSC+19, CPBG19, CST+16, CYL+18,
CLBB15, CBB15, DDAR+16, DR16, DKA+16, DLBMA+15, FSB+15,
GCJ+15, GWZ+19b, HBS+15, HAR+15, JNW15, KCB+16, LAMACE+17,
MSK+18, MFP17, MDC+16, NEW+17, NNK+15, OOT+18, QCC+19,
SCNTC+18, SRF19, Sed15x, Sho15-48, SENL+15, SLH17, TNP+15, TCD+15,
XMJ+19, YHG+17, YKKB17].  1/APPL1 [LRM+19].  1/Bora [TNP+15].
1/BUB [KMLG+15, KMLG+16].  1/p38 [DKA+16].  10 [LW+18].  103/
[PPK+16].  11 [CNN+17, Les17].  14-3-3 [BBS+17, Das17, nLM+19].  16
[WZR19].  17 [Juh16, MLM16].  170 [JNW15].  1A [BRY+19, KCB+16].  1b
[IYP+18, PLD+15, HBDW+15].  1E [THA+16].

2 [BBSA+16, BVR+17, CLV17, CLO+19, DMS+15, DKA+16, EMRS+18, EPF16,
FVF+16, GCC+18, KMK+17a, KMK+17b, NWD+19, SAF+19, WWZ+17].

2/SETDB1 [DMG+19].  200 [HBWY18].  203 [LCM+16].

3 [BVR+17, DDAR+16, HBDW+15, KSM+18, LRBB15, Les15e, LCZ+16,


5 [RHC+16, LWH+18, SNGO16]. 5-bisphosphate [GCJ+15]. 5' Infectol [RHC+16]. 51 [OMKM16]. 53BP1 [LDU+16, BCMM+19, Can19, LCD+17, MAK+16]. 5P [JJW17].

6 [ABPS17, CIS+17, CYL+18, dVGO+16]. 60S [BMW+18]. 65 [DMG+19]. 6a [CYT+18]. 6B [SXT+16].

7 [CSC+15, Sho15-34]. 7/ [ZLG+15]. 70/110 [PXN18].

8 [GLSS+15b, GLSS+15a, KKP+17, SKZ+18a]. 84 [SJ+16].

Aip1/Wdr1

adipogenic [OBS+17]. adjacent [NF19]. Adult
[GI19, LCZ+16, UGHB+16, WRGB+15]. Advances [RS19]. Advisory
[LSMZ+18]. affecting [NDL17]. affinity [CBB15]. after
[GCZ+19, HSN+16, LWZ+18, LDU+16, MBG+18b, MAK+16, MpDN+17,
RZS+15, SG17, Sho16d, TCP+18, XPZ+19]. again [FD18]. against
[AMT+15, BGI+16, ES18, LAMACE+17, LUC+15]. age
[Sed15a, Sho17h, TALR+19, WS18]. agent [FKW+17]. aggregate [OCS15].
aggregates [BCH+17, BPW+17]. aggregation
[CSR+16, CN15, GUM+18, HKG17, MTM+17, Sho16r, Sho16v, ZLZD16].
aggregophagy [LLW+17]. aging
[HTLG18, KKV+17, KJH18, KPEJ17, MG18, NWW17, O'D18b, SM18, KF18].
Aip1/Wdr1-deficient [BRY+19]. Aip1/Wdr1-deficient [BRY+19]. airway
[SCK+19]. Ajuba [RBZ18]. AKT [TF19, TGQ+17, PL5+15]. Alan [Mar15].
alarm [Sho17]. Alberto [Cas17a]. align [HTK+16]. aligning [EAW+17].
alignment [BRH+16, FMS+19, iNL+19, OM19, ZGZ+15]. alive [FV17].
ALIX [CWL+16]. All-access [Les16a]. alleviate [LCTP17]. allosteric
[KSL+17]. allow [BSP16, DSC+18]. allows [BGH18, IT+17]. Alm1
[SPGB+17]. along [BJL+18, GTMZ+15, Sho15a]. ALS-associated
[MCH+18]. ALS-linked [CGBD+17]. Altan [Pow15h]. alterations
[CYH+16]. Altered [YBZ+18, YKO+16]. Altering
[LTRW15, GM16, WCL+18]. alternate [Sho15-47]. Alternative
[RYS+15, Cas17a, GDL+15, VLZ15]. alters [MGJ+16, OBS+17]. Alushin
AMD-like [JERL+15]. ameliorates [CKM+16]. AMIGO2 [PLS+15].
aminocysoside
[CNRR+17, GWZ+19a, KNQ+19, MF18, PKKB17, YPY+15, vLvdKR18].
amino-acid [vLvdKR18]. amoeboid [TG17]. among [LS18]. AMPA
[BNB+15, FRP+17, HZH+15]. amphiphatic [CWCG19, HGF+18]. AMPK
[GLJ+17]. Amplification [DN16, DRL+19, DSH+18, LMC+18, RMS+18].
amplifies [LRM+19, Sho15e]. amyloid [GWF17]. Ana [Sil16a]. Ana-Maria
[Sil16a]. Ana2 [MBG+18a]. analogs [KSM+17]. Analysis [NP15, SKG+16,
AATT+17, CTS+18, DSC+18, GSC+16, HKK+19, JSB+18, KBB+17,
NDC+19, QPZ+17, RLS18a, RLS18b, SSdLA+15, UBR+17, WMK+16].
analyzing [BMP+18]. anaphase [CKK17, FMS+19, JHF+15, KBKW19,
KMLG+15, KMLG+16, KJTY19, LWZ+19, WVB19]. anaphase-promoting
[KJTY19]. anaphylaxis [MDC+16]. anastasias [SGB+17]. Ancestral
[GGWL+19]. anchor
[CMA19, KY15, KL17, LM15, Les15e, PL5+15, PD19, Sho16d, LGH+18].
anchorage [LS+18]. anchored [LKE15, SLAR+16]. anchoring
[CWG15, SWC+17, SDP+15a, SDP+15b]. anchors
[NDRJ15, PKC+16, SER+15, YIT15]. ancient [vGWC+18]. Andrea
[Cas17b]. Andrew [Mar17]. anemia [MCOGD+17]. Aneuploidy
[RMB+18]. angiogenesis [LLC+17, PLS+15, Sho15-71, TCD+15].
ARTD1-mediated [HGA+17]. arteriogenic [VCD+15]. ASAR [PST18]. ASB11 [CHL+19]. ASB7 [UOT+16]. ASC [BS17a, KST+17a, KST+17b]. Asp [IG15, SZF+15]. aspects [Sch15]. Aspergillus [SMO17]. assay...
HSK\textsuperscript{+19}]. **Automated** [BFPD19]. **autonomous** [CHH\textsuperscript{+15}]. **autophagously** [WYHG17]. **Autophagic** [TGK\textsuperscript{+19}, LTB\textsuperscript{+17}]. **Autophagosomal** [MJN\textsuperscript{+18}, BPL\textsuperscript{+18}, SKN19]. **Autophagosome** [ZZ19, BPL\textsuperscript{+18}, GRU18, HM19, JJB\textsuperscript{+19}, Kti19, MSV\textsuperscript{+19}, MHI\textsuperscript{+18}, NPU\textsuperscript{+16}, VYB\textsuperscript{+19}, WTC\textsuperscript{+19}, YJF\textsuperscript{+16}, ZWZ\textsuperscript{+19}]. **autophagosomes** [CZL\textsuperscript{+15}, KJF\textsuperscript{+18}, NNH17, Sho15f, Sho16s]. **Autophagy** [GLL\textsuperscript{+18a}, MTGG18, VV17b, WYHG17, CD18, CYH\textsuperscript{+16}, GSCIL\textsuperscript{+15}, GTD\textsuperscript{+18}, HSZ\textsuperscript{+18}, KSG\textsuperscript{+16}, KJC\textsuperscript{+15}, LLAC18a, LLAC18b, Mar16a, MLJ\textsuperscript{+16}, MOS\textsuperscript{+18}, NCV\textsuperscript{+16}, PPK\textsuperscript{+16}, SSRG18, SE19, Sho15x, SD16b, TCP\textsuperscript{+15}, TCZ\textsuperscript{+16}, VTG\textsuperscript{+16}, VMP16, WTS17, WCY\textsuperscript{+16a}, WCY\textsuperscript{+16b}, gXNG\textsuperscript{+15}, gXNG\textsuperscript{+16}, ZZ16, ZZW\textsuperscript{+19}]. **autophagy-deficient** [WCY\textsuperscript{+16a}, WCY\textsuperscript{+16b}]. **autophagy-dependent** [KSG\textsuperscript{+16}]. **autophagy-related** [CD18]. **Auwerx** [Inf18c]. **availability** [AB18, PKKB17]. **available** [Ava18]. **avenues** [MG18]. **avidity** [GPD\textsuperscript{+19}]. **avoid** [ML15b, RM16, Sho16z]. **avoiding** [JW19]. **award** [Sho16a]. **away** [Bra16, Rab17, VHB18]. **axis** [EPF16, GWZ\textsuperscript{+19b}, HMM\textsuperscript{+17}, LDU\textsuperscript{+16}, MBS\textsuperscript{+18}, PTR\textsuperscript{+19}]. **Axon** [BBW16, AWS\textsuperscript{+16}, AGB\textsuperscript{+19}, DKM\textsuperscript{+15}, FFG\textsuperscript{+18}, FSF\textsuperscript{+15}, GKGK16, HR16, IYP\textsuperscript{+18}, KKC\textsuperscript{+19}, KBT\textsuperscript{+15}, LZH\textsuperscript{+18}, MvVV\textsuperscript{+16}, MSS\textsuperscript{+17}, PC17, SEMP15, XTT\textsuperscript{+15}, ZAT\textsuperscript{+19}, ZYL\textsuperscript{+16}, vBMG\textsuperscript{+15}]. **Axonal** [CZL\textsuperscript{+15}, Sho15f, BBW16, CDT\textsuperscript{+19}, GHD\textsuperscript{+17}, GWF17, NNH17, NWD\textsuperscript{+19}, OFP\textsuperscript{+19}, Roy16, Sed15r, VXE\textsuperscript{+15}, WFOA15, WTS17, WRH\textsuperscript{+16}, YKO\textsuperscript{+16}, ZZW\textsuperscript{+19}]. **axoneme** [SSPD15, VPD\textsuperscript{+16}, ZHPP\textsuperscript{+19}]. **axons** [GTW15, Sho15a].
BLOC-1 [DDAR+16, MFP17]. BLOC-2 [DMS+15]. BLOC-3 [DDAR+16].
block [XMJ+19]. blocking [VXF+15]. blocks [KKC+19, VLP+15]. Blood
[FG16, NIN+19, SLM+15]. Bloso1 [BMM+19]. blue [BP19a, BP19b].
blueprint [KWB+15]. Blume [Sed15p]. BMP [FVF+16, FG16, VAKB+18].
BMP-2 [FVF+16]. BMPR2 [GWZ+19b]. bMunc13
[KMK+17a, KMK+17b]. bMunc13-2 [KMK+17a, KMK+17b]. Bnip3
[CDL+15]. Board [Mar19]. bodies
[BGJ+16, BBK16, HTK+16, MPW+19, SD16a, YTI15]. body
[DS16a, HAR+15, MYT+16, RND+17, Sho15h, SEMP15, SHO+18g, TTC+16,
WMK+16]. bombs [ZB19]. bond [Mok16, RPMC+16]. bonding [FC15].
bones [CIS+17]. Bonnet [Pow15h]. boost [SD16a]. boosts
[FG16, SAK+18]. Bora [TNP+15]. BORC [FdAV+17, PKKB17].
BORC-dependent [FdAV+17]. border [MRGW+16]. Borrelia
[KSGL19]. Both
[LBB+15, Bro16, LDM15, cLNF+16, Sho15b, Sho15-59, WRH+16, ZPT+15].
bound [FVF+16]. boundaries [Wil15]. box [THG19]. BP [KVK+17].
Brain [TE15, NIN+19, PCP17, Sch19, Sho15-29, SLM+15]. Brajendra
[O’D19a]. branch [MSS+17]. Brached
[ES18, HAK+15, HVH+19, HQW15, RHH+18, SHH+16]. branches
[Les15w, Sho15a, Sho15-28]. branching
[AATP17, ISL+18, NC18, RSCR15, VM19, WSDY17]. Brangwynne
[Jor16b]. BRCA1 [ABGG+16]. BRCA2 [RZS+15]. break
[BLL15, KHA+18, Les15y, PMHB17, SJ16]. breakage [DPS+18]. Breaking
[NL16, Inf19b, LOG+15]. breaks [AWL18, CG17, DLM+15, Pri17]. breakup
[FA16]. breast [CBF+18, DCM+17, GLL+18b, JPC+17, Lin15, STR+18].
bridge [AGL+15, DPS+18, SER+15, Sho15h]. bridges [FA16]. Bridging
[Inf18a]. Bringing [Pow16d]. brink [SGB+17]. BRISC
[Sho15-58, YLW+15]. Br11 [ZNR+18]. broad [APK+18, ISK+15].
broad-spectrum [APK+18]. broken [DLM+15]. Brtr6 [ZNR+18].
Bruchpilot [SES+19]. Brunet [Sed15a]. BRWD1 [Les15d, PBG+15].
Bsg25D [RAS+19]. BUB [KMLG+15, KMLG+16]. BUB-1
[KMLG+15, KMLG+16]. BUB-1/BUB-3 [KMLG+15, KMLG+16]. BUB-3
[KMLG+15, KMLG+16]. Bub3 [DLM+15, YTI15]. BubR1 [DLM+15].
BubR1-dependent [DLM+15]. Buckle [KS17]. bud [NDR15]. budding
[AFXS16, AUTM16, COGP15, DTW+16, LK17, LSJY15, SBR+15, SHO+18g,
SLD+15]. buds [Sho15p]. buffering [MDOS19]. bug [O’D17b]. BuGZ
[HLEM+18, Woo18]. build [NL16, Sho16e, YKKB17]. Building
[LBD18, Sho15h, HKM+15, PVP+15, Inf19b]. builds [Sho15-48].
Built [SD16a]. bulk [EKP+19]. bulky [SNOBM16]. bundle [CLO+19].
bundles [JKA+15, LMD+16]. bundling [GDD+15, RBC+17]. burden
[Sho15-54]. Burning [FA16]. bypass [PHA+17]. bypassed [LPWK15].
bystander [HMC+16].
C [KWB+15, CMM+15, CAI+15, HESKK15a, HESKK15b, MRWM18, NL16,
RGR+18, SER+15, YTL15, ZCL+15. C-terminal [NL16, SER+15].
C-tubule [RGR+18]. C.
[AGL+15, BNKB15, CSC+15, GGWL+19, KMLG+15, KMLG+16, LPGB16, Les16d, MRMM18, PMRM17, SFG+17, SSR+17, TNP+15, YHG+17].
C2 [ZJM+17]. Ca
[CCQ+18, CBM+16, LE16, MPMP16, MWSM18, MWSM19, MPW+19, RGOS+16, SZL+16, Ser17, SBF+16, WZG+17, WWT18]. CA3 [BLZ+15].
Cab45 [CBM+16]. cable [PKH+19]. cables [SHW+17]. Cadherin
[KNL+17, Sho15i, Bhu15a, CHI+15, KLS+19, PBL+16, SDP+15a, SDP+15b, SXT16, BMC15, DSB15a, DSvNA+15a, DSvNA+15b, GBD+18, GDB+15, HLHFG15, JKD+19, RMS+18, Sho15v, VHBl8]. Cadherin-6B [SXT16].
cadherin/ [BK15]. cadherins [KHS+16, SPE+17a]. Caenorhabditis
[DRMW17, KFAMR17, LYO15, ZAA17]. Calcium
[CZZ+15, VMP16, BZG+17, CJS+18, GSM+15, KBJ16, MJSB16, RYS+15, SD19, Sk8b, WHS+19]. calcium-activated [WH5+19]. calmodulin
[CZZ+15]. calpain [ARV+18]. calpain- [ARV+18]. Calreticulin [SQB+15].
CaM [SFZ+15]. cAMP [CS16a, GCVAGS+18, IdSCB+16, IKK+18]. Can
[Ava18, Bro16, LPWK15, LTT+18, MG16, PCK+17, VHBl8, Ver16].
canalizes [DKMV15]. Cancer [ACG+17, BBMM+16, EAW+17, RMTR17, ALY+17, BS18, CC19, CBF+18, DMC+16, DCM+17, GLL+18b, GN18, JPC+17, KKP+17, Les15-30, Lin15, MB15, MCL+15, MSV16, MWSM18, MWSM19, MTC17, NF19, NKW+19, O’D18g, PAC+15, QSZ+17a, QSZ+17b, RH+16, RGOS+16, RMS+18, RRM+17, STR+18, Schw17b, Sed15b, Sed15l, Sho15i, TG19, TF19, TMR+19, VWM+18, ZRPD19, vV17a].
Cancer-associated [ACG+17, BBMM+16, EAW+17]. candle [O’D19c].
candles [O’D19c]. cannibalism [Pas19]. canonical
[DRMW17, DGS+18, HB18]. can’t [Kaw17]. capacity [MPDN+17, PBL+19].
capillary [KJZ+19]. capillary-like [KJZ+19]. capping [AKD+17].
Caprin1 [KPA+16]. capsid [IZZ+18]. capture
[BCM+18, HK15, JIB+19, Ver18]. carbon [Sho16-37]. carboxyl [CA14+17].
carcinogenesis [ZLG+15]. carcinoma [LAMACE+17]. cardiac
[ASPY+16, BFS+19, CMTH+15, MT19]. Cardiolipin [VGB+17, RXEB+19].
cardiomycocyte [AGGSF+16, DV16]. cardiomyocytes
[ASPY+16, DKA+16]. cardiomyopathies [MHW19]. cardiomyopathy
Cargo [KJON+17, MFVS18, VKJ+15, CPBG19, CBM+16, CCY+19, DMS+15, GM16, ITN+17, KMBO+15, KOK+19, LHT+19, MAJ+17, MGJ+16, MPW+19, QZX19, SSM+18, SV16, SDHC17, WVLb8]. cargo-[ITN+17]. cargo-adapter [QZX19]. Cargo-selective [KJON+17, VKJ+15].
cargo-sorting [KMBO+15]. cargo-specific [LHT+19]. cargos [YDM+18].
carrier [DWB+17]. carriers
[CGPB17, CCY+19, DDAR+16, GYK+17, MSCS19, RHH+18]. cartilage
[HPE+19]. cartilage-mediated [HPE+19]. cartography [Tar15]. Cas9
[LYO15, MTN+16]. cascade [CKKG17]. case [Les16h]. caspase
[APS] [17, GSP] [18, OR17, KKP] [17]. caspase-2 [APS] [17, OR17].
Caspase-8 [KKP] [17]. CAST [HKG] [18]. casts [Sho15-33]. catabolism [SWS] [19].
catalyote [ZWW] [19]. catalyzed [CR18]. catastrophe [GCL] [15, gNXG] [15, gNXG] [16]. Catch [Das17]. Catching [SS16, O'D] [17].
Catenin [CHI] [15, WGH] [18, WIS] [17, CSG] [15, GBD] [18, LJ17b, RRM] [17, MB17a, BKG] [15]. cation [LgY] [18]. CatSper [EMB] [15].
caught [Sed15c]. cause [BH18]. causes [DSI] [18, GBD] [18, HKG] [17, YBZ] [18, ZT15, MG18]. causing [OBS] [17, Van19]. Caveolae [CMTH] [15, JSB] [18, Sho18a, TSB] [18].
caveolin [LNH] [15]. cavin [LNH] [15]. CAX [LE16]. Cayetano [Sed15b].
caz [MCH] [18]. Cbi [SSV] [18]. Cbx4 [CE16, MLR] [16]. CCM2 [DLZ] [15].
CCMs [DLZ] [15]. CCNB1 [APHH] [19, HAPC] [19]. CCP1 [GHKW] [19].
CD16 [SAK] [18]. CD8 [CWL] [17, OBY] [15]. Cdc12 [WMB] [15]. Cdc15 [UMC] [15, UMC] [17, WMB] [15]. Cdc20 [DLM] [15, YTL].
Cdc20-dependent [YTL] [15]. Cdc25 [HHCK] [19]. Cdc31 [MP17b].
Cdc31/ceutrin [MP17b]. Cdc31p [DOA] [17]. Cdc42 [BNB] [15, BDZ] [15, CM18, PBL] [16, SSH] [15, Sho15p, WKW] [15, ZAN].
[JJW] [17]. CDK-dependent [JJW]. CDK1 [APHH] [19, HAPC] [19]. JAH18, SKW] [19, HHCK] [19, HH] [19, TNP] [15, WV].
CDK1-CCNB1 [APHH] [19, HAPC] [19]. CDK1-mediated [SKW] [19]. CDK2 [PTR] [19].
Cdr2 [AOL] [18]. Cdt1 [ASZ] [18]. Celebrating [Hal15]. Cell [AOL] [18, Fuc15, GPPA] [18, JAH18, JSB] [18, LDM] [17, LSPC] [16, LIM].
MTC] [19, MVJ] [19, MIW] [19, MK] [19, NTT] [15, OLL] [17, Tar15, YEM] [19, ZBI]. AGGSF] [16, AZI]. ASPY [16, BD] [15, BBM] [16, BH15, BVR] [17, BDW] [19, Bro16, BJL] [18, CSO] [19, CWL] [17, CPC] [R] [15, CNRR] [17, Cas16b]. CSS] [18, CZP] [16, CIK] [17, CHL] [19, CWZ] [15, CEM] [15, CLBB15, CSM] [17, DBC] [15, DPGS] [18, DDI]. DSS] [15, DMC] [17, DAG] [15, DGS] [18, DV] [17, DBC] [15, DK] [16, ESI]. EAW] [17, FG15, F15, F17, FK17, FC19, GSP] [18, GKK] [16a, GKK] [16b, GCZ] [19, GPP] [18, GDL].
Gar] [15b, GGC] [17, GM] [18, GSD] [15, GP] [17, GHK] [19, GSCIL] [15, GKGK] [16, GGL] [19, GGR] [15, GAS] [18, GD16, GTMZ] [15, GCC] [18, GWZ] [19b].
HGC] [19, HK] [16, HRC] [15, HCML] [15, HBS] [15, HTK] [16, HBWY] [18, HH18, HB16, IKR] [16, IM16, ISK] [15, JAI]. JDI] [16, JOJ16, JDI] [16, JBE] [17, KZW] [18, KPE].
Cdt1. cell [KLN] [17, LAMACE] [17, LDM] [15, LLK] [17, LR18, LCM] [16, LL] [17, LK17, LJ1].
LLZ] [19, LBD] [16, LDM] [15, LWF] [15, MBS] [15, MRGWB] [16, MLR] [16, MMW] [15, Mar15, MOJ] [16, MCD] [15, MXS] [17, MHG] [19, May15, MMP16, MGA] [19, MKD] [18, MJS] [16, MF16b, MDC] [16, MZY] [16, NKP] [15, NAFM] [17, NLBA] [15, O'D] [17, O'D] [19]. OKN] [16, OBY] [15, OSK] [15, PLG] [15, PLS] [15, PAC] [15, PA19, PG] [19, PSC] [15, PSN] [17, PBL] [16, PLD] [15, QCC] [19, RHC] [16, RHPH] [18, RG] [16, RB] [18, RLM] [15, RM16, RS15, S19]. SLW] [18, SM16, SBS] [18, SXT16, Sch19,
Schl7b, SSPD15, SSC17, SQ15, Sed15e, Sed15t, SK16b, SS19, She15, Sho15g, Sho15-62, Sho16c, Sho18a, SAT17, SKG17, SR17a, SK18a, SHR17, ST17, SBC16a, SBC16b, SAK18, SNB18, SDP15a, SDP15b, SGB17, SYK17, TH18, THG19, THA16, TB16, TG17, TMM18, TCD15, Tra18, cell [UMC15, UML15, UGH16, VRK17, VTG16, VY18, VLZ15, VZFG18, WG16, WZC15, WXC18, WYHG17, WSDY17, WCL18, WPA18, WFS15, Wll15, WV18a, WRGB15, gXNG15, gXNG16, XPZ19, YYZ15, YHZ15, YHG17, YLND16, ZRDP19, ZTR17, ZAAN17, ZDSM18, ZCL15, dFevW15, vHGD15, vS15, Hal15],

Cell-cycle [MKA19, AGGSF16], cell-derived [ASPY16], Cell-free [JSB18, Sho15a, WFS15], cell-to-cell [MOJ16]. Cells [Sho16d, ALY17, BMM19, BPH19, BRACA16, Bl19, BPS15, BUPC19, CACL16, CPCR15, CNC18, CSG15, CV19, CMTH15, CEM15, Col18, CFO18, DMC16, DSC18, DMH15, DVS17, ESS17, FWL17, FC19, FKL18a, FKL18b, FJ17, GBRH15, GLL18a, GLL18b, GCCAG18, GN18, GAS18, Hau18, HHT16, HKK19, HKT17, HMC16, IGK16, Inf18b, IBG15, JNW15, KF18, KKP17, KdBKvdK15, KOIT16, Les15p, Les15o, Les15r, Les15y, LT18, MTN16, MB17a, MA17, MHA16, MWSM18, MWSM19, MpDN17, MPN18, MT19, NiY1T16, NF19, Nic19, OSW17, O'D17a, OCS15, OPP18, OFP19, Ott16, P16V, PKN15, PHKY17, PMW18, PBS16, PCM16, PMG17, Pow16b, QSZ17a, QSZ17b, RMB18, RZS15, RMS18, RMTR17, SD19, STR18, SS16, SZF15, SSH15, Sed15l, Sed15n, Sho15-29, Sho15-70, Sho16i, Sho16q, Sho16v, Sho16-27, Sho17g, Sho17k, Sho18d],

cells [SRT18, SSE18, SKG16, SKO15, ST17, SAK18, SCP17, SHO15-74, SMN16, TGJ17, TCP18, TST17, TBL15, TCMW18, TS15b, TSJ15, TMFR19, TZC15, TALR19, TSK18, TSK19, UD16, V19, VBJ18a, VBJ18b, VPD16, VAKB18, VKJ15, VZFG18, WCY16a, WCY16b, WTB19, WK15, WLB18, WM19, XTM15, YYM18, YTT17, YLY15, YHS15, ZDM15, ZJ17, ZGDS16, ZZMC15, ZCH18, dVGO16, vV17a, SW18],

Cellular [BMS17, Bea16, Blu15v, BOL17, CHL19, FCB19, FCB19, FA16, GY18, GF16, HF15, KHS16, KJ18, KBJ16, LZ16, LDR19, Mar17, MRM18, MSO17, Pas19, Pow15g, RC15, SBM17, TGO15, Tar15].

CENP-A [LRS17], CENP-C [KWB15], censuses [Les15v], center [AUTM16, LZ16, Sho15e, CM16],

centering [SXE19, TKM16, ZCH18, AZ19],
centrins [JhZbYmP15], central [GJW17, LPHH16, WPA18, ZHP19, vBGM15],
centralspindlin [ABP19],
centrin [MP17b], Centrin2 [PM15],
centrioles [AWS18, GJFR16, KMC19, LUC15, LBD18, LTS17, MBG18a, MCL15, TYK19].

Centrioles [SSR17, BPSK16, Ver16],

Centrosome [BGH18, VGA15, AFT19, HKT17, KWB15, LBB15, WFS15].
BCM18, DLM15, Les15k, MBR19, MGSO18, PUY19, Sed16d.

Ciliogenesis [BRACA16, FKO18, IGK16, LHY19, LTS17, OTG18, PSL17].


CK1 [GSD15, WDM15]. CLAMP [KZW18]. CLAMP/ [KZW18].

CLASP [LNS19]. CLASPing [BP19a, BP19b]. Class [GCCVAGS18, LMDM16, GPD19]. classes [CVL19]. classical [Pug15].


Cliff [Jor16b]. CLIP [JNW15, MRK18]. CLIP-170 [JNW15]. cloaked [Hyr15]. clock [AWS18]. close [Inf18b, MB17a, SZ17a]. closer [Jor16f, SA19].

closure [DKMV15, Mar16b, TLH19, XS16, ZWZ19]. clues [KJ16].


cob-like [ISL18]. Cocaine [NLH19]. Cocaine-induced [NLH19].

cocopherone [ABPS17]. code [DK16, MSC19, O'D19e]. coding [NPÖ17].


cohort [Sho15]. coincidence [DWH17a]. Cold [XSJ18, Sed15g].

Cold-induced [XSJ18]. Cole [Pow15a]. col [JBE17, DBS18]. Collagen [SCL16, ASM15, CPB16, ITN17, JCK19, Sho15m, Sho16e, Sho16g].

Collagen-derived [SCL16]. collateral [MSS17, RM16]. collectins [JNS19]. Collective [SM16, DPGS18, HKH16, MBS17, PBL16, SBC16a, SBC16b, SMN16, WCL18, ZTR17]. collectively [LM19].

collude [DR19]. colonic [AMT15]. columnar [LDM17]. columns [CED15].

come [Jor16d, O'D19d, Sho16-33]. comes [KBJ16, WS18].
Comestibles [MA17]. Coming [FC16]. command [LZ16, LS16].
command-and-control [LZ16]. commandeers [Sho15-41]. COMMD9
[LKM+15b, Sho15-41]. COMMD9-dependent [LKM+15b]. commitment
[CANG+17, Col18, DSSF+15, Sho15-69, SQB+15]. communicate [ML15b].
compaction [EGY+19, FMS+19, KP18]. compartment [BFS+19, VV17b].
Compartmentalization [LPGB16, AWS+16, MSC19].
Compartmentalizing [JBMM16]. compartments
[CZW+18, CXZ+18, KMB+15, KJ16]. compensate [LTC+18].
compensation [Gom17]. compete [DAT118, SG17, Sho16y]. competence
[WWW+18, YVIMS18]. Competitive [BDK+18]. complete [Bob17].
completion [SOP+16]. complex
[AHA+19, BSK+19, BPW15, CWG15, CGPB17, CGY+19, CTI+19, CRA+19,
CBE+18, Con16, CSC+15, CBH+15, DOA+17, DQB+16, DWH+17b,
EEO+16, FTDC17, GFvA+15, GPS+17, GBM+15, HK15, HHS+16,
IBFDB18, JRH+16, KHRL17, KCB+16, KMLG+15, KMLG+16, KJTY19,
KSM+18, LPRW17, LRBB15, Les15g, LHA+15, LKE15, cLF+16, LDR+19,
LTRW15, Mes16, MKA+17, MDC+16, NNH17, NDRJ15, NGG+16, NIS+16,
RPNC+16, RGM+16, SCNTC+18, SZF+15, SMC+15, Sho15c, Sho15-31,
Sho15-43, SHO+18g, SKZ+18b, SBC+16a, SBOO17, SCL+19,
TFJ18, TE15, TRM+16, VGB+17, WSP+18, Y1LW+15, YIT15, ZSR+18].
complex-dependent [NIS+16]. complexes
[ACRM17, DMD19, KPA+16, KNL+17, LPRW17, LTC+16, LR18, LBJ+19,
MSL+16, RGMM18, RND+17, Sho15-51]. Complexin [SES+19]. complexity
[Sho15c, Spe17b]. component [MCM+17, MST+15, TBJ+17]. components
[AKTR18, CGY+19, MSK+18, SPGB+17, WF15]. composed [MYT+16].
composition [HHS+16, IZBH+17, KBB+15, KBB+16, SOII18].
Comprehensive [HKK+19]. compression [KS17]. compromises [XIZ+18].
Computer [FLS+16, GLS+17]. concatenation [BLV+17]. concentrates
[DBG+15]. Concentrating [ML15a, TTC+16]. concept [MBT16].
Concerted [MSE+17, vHGD+15]. concurrently [iYJF+16]. condensation
[KPA+16, MH15, SPK+18]. condensin [Ger18]. Condensins
[MHH18, WHP+18]. conditions [DTW+16, KP18]. conducted [VKJ+15].
cone [BFPP19, CG16, YP+18, WRH+16]. confer [YGR+17]. confers
[PTK16]. confinement [GBD+18, HH16, SMN+16].
confinement-dependent [GBD+18]. conflicts [UDH+16]. conformation
[DTW+16, OBS+17, SMK+18]. Conformational [FSB+15, WHL17].
conformer [WWZ+18]. conformer-specific [WWZ+18]. Congressing
[ACRM17]. congression [HSD+15, SMF+15]. conjugates
[KJ16, PAM+16]. connecting [DER+18, TSB+18, FKO+18]. connection
[MW17]. connectivity [DOH+17]. connects [SD19, TLMG+15].
connects [KDM+18]. connexin-43 [KDM+18]. consequences [MG18]. conservation
[DW17, SD17]. conserved [BHS+16, CPG15, CRZ+16, DBS18, DDL+15,
FLLM17, LCD+17, LNH+15, TBJ+17]. conspiracy [BK19]. constituent
[RDN+19]. Constitutive [HKT+17, KWB+15]. constrain
[Bro16, LWF+15, MSV+19]. constraining [CLBB15]. constricted [XPZ+19]. constrictive [CJS+18, Jan18, MMW+19, MVJ+19, RHJ+18]. construction [Gen17]. consult [Sho17b]. contact [BDK+18, CMB+15, FK+18a, FK+18b, GSRG+18, GKGK+16, GBM+15, Hen19, KBJ+16, KLHC+18, MKD+18, MYN+17, PHA+17, SA19, SZ17a, SKZ+18a, SDP+15a, SDP+15b, SLPW+19, VM+19]. contact-dependent [CMB+15]. contacts [AEF+17, DLH+19, DPGS+18, DSS+15, GY+18, MS19a, MS19b, MST+15, SBS+18, Sho15-30, SK18b, SJL+19, VRM+19]. contain [CST+17, KdBKvdK15]. containing [LBJ+19, NDRJ+15, TCP+15, ZJM+17, LLW+17]. content [HAK+15, SZSS+18]. contractile [KTM+19, MSK+18, SOP+16, WMB+15]. contractility [AHA+19, KT15a, KT15b, NWP+16, Wu17]. contraction [CHP+17, FTAB+15, GKC+17, JhZbYmP15, MXV+16, TY+16]. contractions [MRMM+18]. contribute [GCZ+19, HNF+18, Mar16a, SFG+17, SKN+19]. contributes [LXR+15, SMK+18]. Contribution [NEW+17, VPD+16]. contributions [ECAB+16]. Control [AHS+18, DWH+17a, LLW+15, SPK+18, AZS+15, BCH+17, BSP+16, CD18, CBAP+17, Cn17, CS16b, CYMS+19, CE16, CED+15, DPGS+18, DSS+15, DZB+18, FG15, GJFR+16, GWZ+19a, GSKL+18, GN18, GSM+15, GCC+18, HGC+19, HMM15, HCN+15, HCS+18, HB18, IM16, LL17, LOG15, Les15x, LM19, LZ16, LFK+17b, LVG+18, MKA+19, iNL+19, NNG+16, PXN+18, PLD+15, RLM+15, SSM+18, SZE+19, SAF+19, SG18a, SG18b, SLAR+16, SK18b, SB19, TBD+17, UBBSM+15, WV18a, YHS+15, YLND+16, ZRP+19, vdVFM+17]. controlled [ABF+16, ANM+19, MCM+17, RLJ+17, TJMM+18, WF15, vHGD+15]. controlling [CST+16, DCM+17, DLBMA+15, SPMM+17, SHH+16, WBNH+18, WWZ+17]. controls [ALLA+18, BHS+19, CW17, CIK+17, CCL17, CLL+16, CSYB+17, CRA+19, CKKG+17, CHB+16, Das17, DCB+15, DLT+18, EVR+19, FBBRCA+18, FVF+16, FC19, GDB+17, GPJ+18, GCJ+15, GCH+15, GGL+19, HKH+16, HAK+15, HQW15, HPW+17, HKT+17, HDA+17, HAR+15, JPF+16, KCB+16, KKP+17, KSM+18, KQM+19, LSPC+16, LLC+17, LTS+17, LDG+15, MRGW+16, MdDN+17, MDC+16, NHG+18, NGX+19, OTG+18, OSK+15, PLS+15, PSC+15, PAM+16, PST+18, PMG+17, PKKB+17, QJP+17, RHP+18, RMB+19, RdVW+15, SD+19, SHW+17, SVD+15, SSH+15, SEMP+15, SKC+19, SSYM+18, SKZ+18a, SDP+15a, SDP+15b, SYK+17, TCD+15, WYHG+17, WZR+19, WQD+18, WV18b, ZJM+17, ZDSM+18]. convene [Kon17]. convention [Ste16]. converge [HMC+16, RM+16]. conversion [CW17, LJS+16a, LJS+16b]. converts [RYS+15, WWY+18]. cooperate [BCS+17, DAG+15, SNOB+16, Sho16y]. cooperates [GWZ+19a, LLS+18, RAS+19, SES+19]. cooperating [WRV+15]. cooperation [Mar17]. cooperatively [TAQ+19]. coordinate [CAKL+16, CWZ+15, IB19a, IB19b, PUTM+15]. Coordinated
curbs [HLST19]. curvature
[BJO+16, CWCG19, DWH+17a, JDG16, LMM16, McM19, SHR17, XIZ+18].
curved [MOM+18]. curving [BPL19a, BPL19b, CGT16].
CXCL10 [NLH+19]. CXCR4 [BKII+15]. cyclase [CS16a]. cycle
[AGGSF+16, CEM+15, GP17, HGC+19, JAHH18, LSPC16, MTC+19, MHG+19, MGA19, MKA+19, NAFM+17, OLL+17, SLW+18, SNB+18, TH18, WG16, XPZ+19, YYM+18, ZB18]. cycle-dependent [LSPC16, OLL+17].
Cyclin [KBKW19, LTC+18, LWZ+19, SCH+18, ZYA+17, BHS+16, GMTL18, HHC19, HHH+19, LTC+18]. cyclin-dependent [GMTL18].
Cycling [TY16, ABF+16, DDAR+16, ZZ16]. cystogenesis [DSH+18]. Cysts
[SWPS+19]. cytocortex [TNK18]. cytogenetic [SWD+19].
cytohetic-scale [SWD+19]. cytogenes [RSC+19]. cytohesive-1
[RSC+19]. cytokinesis [ABP+19, DPS+18, DOH+17, DKR+19b, JDZ+16, LSPC16, MSK+18, Pol17, RBC+17, SOP+16, SWC+17, DRS+19].
Cytokinetic [Sho16f, BDW19, CHP+17, CWL+16, WG16]. cytological
[CSW+18]. Cytomatrix [HKG+18, SES+19]. cytoplasm [ABP+16, PH16].
cytoplasmic [BYMS+19, BBK16, KDR+19, KJC+15, SFG+17, SMA+19].
Cytoskeletal
[BGKL15, HNF+18, KJZ+19, MCD+19, RSCR15, SZR+15, SAO+17].
cytoskeleton [AZS+15, BJO+16, CSA19, CLBB15, HTK+16, MBT16, NKP+15, OD17b, Sho15-33, SAT+17, TLMG+15]. cytosol [ZWS+16].
Cytosolic [JLB+18, GHD+17, GSM+15, HBS+15, PXN18, ZLZD16].
Cytotoxic [CMB+18, DAG+15]. cytotoxicity [HMC+16, MPH+15].

D [BSL+15, CZW+18, GTMZ+15, MF16b, NKN+19, NPC17, PHKY17, PSL+17, SPJ+15, TYD+15, VZB19, dIFE+15].
DAAM1 [NIS+16, YHS+15]. Dam1C [NDC+19]. Dam1C/DASH [NDC+19].
damage [BSP+17, CR18, Gek17, OR17, OLL+17, PKN+15, RZS+15, RM16, SG17, WZC+15, WBH18, XPZ+19, XTS+15]. damage-induced [Gek17].
Damaged [Sho15, BJ18, DBS18, PSC16]. DAN [MBS+17, Inf18b].
Dangerous [CG17]. Danica [O’D18b]. Dap12 [ZT15]. dark
[BBH1F18, Sho18]. DASH [NDC+19]. daughter
[AW+18, BPSK+16, LK17, LTS17, PKN+15]. daughters [Sed15b]. David
[Jor16c]. Davis [Inf18b]. DC2 [CG17]. DCFA12 [FPE+19]. DDA3
[UOT+18]. deacetylases [CCVAG+18]. Deacetylation [KKG+19]. death
[CF15, DMC+17, DBW+17, DGS+18, GPAA+18, GDL+15, OD17g, PCK+17, SGB+17, gXNG+15, gXNG+16]. decay [CTS+18, SPMM+17].
Deciphering [FWH+16, O’D16b]. decision [AS17, BOL17, Sho17b].
decisions [HH18]. Decoding [Spe17b]. decondensation [KPG+19].
deconstructing [VPP18]. decreased [WGHE+18]. decreases [MNL+16].
Decrypting [Sho16g, Casl7b]. deep [Fuc15, GTW+15, SK16a]. Defective
[BLO+16, CS16b, ZWB+19]. Defects
[AEP+17, Blo19, CNRR+17, MNL+16, OSW+17, RSG+15]. defense [Sed15j].
deficiency [MHG+19, VGB+17]. deficient
[BRY+19, CRC+15, WCY+16a, WCY+16b, YKO+16]. deficits
[VXF+15, ZYL+16]. define [Sed+16c]. defines
[BFP+19, MOJ+16, ROF+16, WFS+15]. degeneration
[BBW+16, Q17, WFOA+15, WTSA+17]. Degradation [BMM+19, gXNG+15, YDM+18, BHS+16, DCM+17, KDM+18, KJTY+19, LH+19, LTB+17, MTGG+18, MOS+18, MRK+18, Nie+19, PA+19, POE+16, PMP+17, SPGB+17, STR+18, SIO+16, TGK+19, UOT+16, WWZ+17, WLJ+16, YHG+17, gXNG+16].
degrades [WLS+18]. degrading [MB+15]. degranulation [MDC+16]. degron
[HESKK15a, HESKK15b]. Dejana [Pow+16a]. Dekker [O’D16a].
delamination [SR+17a]. delays [CSG+15, GCL+15, KMRD+16, Ver+18].
deletion [FWL+17]. Delineating [Cas+16b]. deliver [Sho+17g]. delivers
[MLM+16, Sho+17e]. delivery
[BNB+15, DMS+15, FC+16, ISK+15, Lin+15, PM+18, Sho+15-17, SHO+15-74].
Delta [Sho+16a]. demand [HSK+16]. dementia [WLM+15]. demethylase
[GCA+17, Pri+17, UBBS+15]. demonstrates [SLD+15]. Demystifying
[Sed+15f]. dendrite [KYN+18, NC+18]. dendrite-specific [KYN+18].
dendrites [Bro+19, GSS+17]. Dendritic [Nie+19, PM+18, BSL+15, BJ+18, CPc+15, CLBB+15, FT+19, GSS+17, ISL+18, LMR+17, LLL+15, LSS+15, OPP+18, Qi+17, SCH+15, SSH+15, TTT+17, VRK+17, WQD+18, YDM+18].
DENND2B [IB+15]. Dense [ASM+15, Sho+15m, NN+17, ZJM+17].
dense-core [ZJM+17]. density [JPC+17]. Dent [Sed+16e]. dependencies
[SSIL+15]. dependent
[AZS+18, AZI+15, AHPH+19, AOL+18, AWL+18, APS+17, ACG+17, ACRM+17, AIS+18, CPBG+19, CKX+16, CVL+19, CMM+15, CRS+17, CMB+16, DQB+16, DLM+15, DMB+15, DKA+16, DLBMA+15, DCF+17, EEE+16, F+15, FBP+18, FdAV+17, GDD+15, GTW+15, GBD+18, GLJ+17, GML+15, GSC+18, GSS+17, GWF+17, HGB+17, HBDW+15, HZH+15, JMW+17, KT+15a, KT+15b, KSG+16, LAME+17, LH+15, LOG+15, LMR+17, LS+15b, LGH+18, LDP+15, MTC+19, MPH+15, MCGM+15a, MCGM+15b, MLM+16, MF+18, MCGC+15, MDC+16, NIS+16, OMK+17, OM+15, OMKM+16, OLL+17, QYC+17, SPD+17, SRF+19, SSL+17, SSH+15, SDHC+17, SOR+17, SJJ+19, TBK+16, WFOA+15, WZG+17, WW+16, WF+15, YEM+19, YTL+15, YDM+18, YSR+18, ZAT+19, ZWZ+19, ZCL+15].
depends [CMB+18, JNS+19, RSC+19]. DepHining [Ham+18].
dephosphorylation [CHB+16, LHT+19, PS+16]. depletion
[BRY+19, CCS+15, GLS+15a, GLS+15b, HDA+17, MLJ+16, PTMP+15].
depolymerase [BRH+16]. depolymerization [ARV+18]. depolymerizing
[VGA+15]. deposition [KS+17, LSCP+16]. deprived [HSK+16]. derived
[AKTR+18, ASPY+16, DMC+16, Juh+16, SCL+16]. Designing [JW+19].
desmin [ARV+18]. Desmoplakin [KDM+18, AZS+15, Les+15].
desmosomes [Sho+16h]. destined [MRK+18]. destruction [NOS+15].
Detaching [Lac+19]. detachment [ACRM+17]. detect [DRM+17]. detected
[XTT+18]. determinants [EBMW+18, UKHK+15, VRK+17, VRM+19].
determination [LLS+18]. determine [YEM+19]. determined
dissemination [SSE18]. distal [DER+18]. distance [MTC+19, MS19a, MS19b]. distance-dependent [MTC+19]. distant [BLL15]. Distinct [AFXS16, BPSK+16, BSP16, GDS19, CGPB17, CKKG17, DDR+16, KHK16, IB19a, JCK+19, KGN+15, LPRW17, LTG+18, MSEM+17, MSL16, RGM18, SSL+17, SPWM15, SHVO+18, VLP+15, WWW+18].
down [Infi19b, NL16, PMP+17, vV17a]. down-regulation [PMP+17].
Draxin [HB18]. drift [HKT+17]. Drive [KIK9, GGF+19, JBE+17, MRMM18, MSE+17, NLBA+15, OKH+16, SMM+15, SSL+17, Sho16h, SZEK+19, SBC+16a, SBC+16b, TNP+15, XS16, YTH+17]. driven [CPBG+19, FFG+18, HOH+16, KL17, MB17b, SNGO16, LHA+15, PGMM+19].
SWS+19, SAB+18, VTG+16, XLW+18, DLH+19]. droplets
[CWI+19, FW16, GBK+17, GSB+15, KOR+19, NO19, SMA+19, TJMM+18]. Drosophila
[EG19, SDW+19, TCWM18, TNK18, CKJ+15, CLH+18, DSS+15, DKV15, FAF+17, FLG+18, KV17, KDA+18, KPE17, LSMZ+18, LZC+15, LPHH16, LLS+18, LWF+15, MBG+18b, OSW+17, POTZ15, RGR+18, RMB+18, RAS+19, SOW+17, TSJ+15, VPD+16, WLM+15, X16]. Drp1
[Gra16, JCF+17, OKM16, iYJF+16]. Drp1-dependent [OKM16].
Drp1/Dnm1-independent [Gra16].
drug [HOH+16, LLZ+19]. druggable [NKW+19]. DSCR1 [CG16, WRH+16].
dtBCD17 [RHJW18]. Dual
[MSK+19, NYW+17, WWT17, ABP+19, WBNH18]. Duchenne [NWP+16].
due [MSLK+18]. Duménil [Sii16a]. Dumont [Pow16c]. duplication
[KMC+19, LUC+15, RND+17, TYK19]. duration [LK17, MAK+16]. during
[ABP+19, AGB+19, AIS+18, BPH+15, BMP+18, BMC15, BVR+17, BDZ+15, BCM+19, CFP+18, CM18, CHL+19, CMTH+15, CHP+17, CO19, CHH+15, CPB+16, CHB+16, DSC+18, DSSF+15, DB15b, DKS15, DKV15, EJK+16, EMB+15, EPF16, FML+17, FDR+16, FMS+19, FCLoS19, FCN16, GSM18, GKK16, GGL+19, GCN+16, HM19, HLHFG15, IZZ+18, IBZH+17, JPC+17, JAH18, JDZ+16, KV17, KCB+16, KTM19, KPE17, KFM17, Lnc19, LLS+16, LSPC16, Les15-32, LW18+15, LD15, MSK+18, MOJ16, MGSO+18, MXV+16, MHG+19, MVV+16, MTG18, MSW+07, MSW+17, MKD+18, MSK+19, MLS+16, NVP17, NWFY15, NPU+16, OBY+15, OW19, PUTM15, PTR+19, PD19, PSC+15, RBZ18, SvZ16, SHW+17, SRF19, SRT+18, SOW+17, SK18a, SCK+19, SKO+15, SBC+16a, SBC+16b, SNB+18, SCP+15, TYD+15, TF16, UGG18, VRK+17, VTG+16, WMH+18, X16, iYJF+16, ZZMC+15].
duties [Les15q]. Dyche [Pow15b].
dye [PCK+17]. dynactin [HV17, SV16]. Dynamic
[CYMS+19, DJV+16, GM18, GP17, IBZH+17, SBM+19, BMP+18, BP19a, BP19b, CSA19, EGY+19, GTW+15, GKC+17, L16, LLL+15, NGG+18, QYC+17, Sii16a, SSE18, XRH+18a, XRH+18b, CJ16].
dynamically [THM+19].
Dynamics
[AWL18, KST+17b, MBT16, SNB+18, TH18, AHS+18, AZS+15, ANM+19, BFS+19, BGKL15, BS17a, BS17b, CHI+15, DMB+18, FFG+18, FC15, FWH+16, FLS+16, HPB19, HNF+18, HQW15, HCN+15, IYP+18, JiZbYm15, KHA+18, Les16i, LT18, LSS+15, MTS16, MTC19, MLN16, MGA19, MRMM18, MH15, MC16, MCOGD+17, MG16, NVP17, N19+19, OG16, PIA16, PBS+16, RSCR15, SLW+18, SRI+19, Sch17a, SSH+15, Sho15-55, SHH+16, Sle16, SK18b, SAO+17, TWD+17, TSB+18, UOT+16, WSDY17, WKM+15, WBL+15, YSM+17, vdVFM+17, KST+17a].
dynamin
[FRP+17, MGE+15, VAB+18, YSW+15, CLO+19, LRM+19].
dynamin-1 [LRM+19].
dynamin-1/APPL1 [LRM+19]. Dynamin-2 [CLO+19].
dynamin-like [YSW+15]. dynamin-related [MGE+15, VAB+18]. Dynemin
[EFM17, MW17, ODH19, AGB+19, CZL+15, DKR+19a, DKR+19b, FML+17,
GPS+17, GDV19, HV17, KDR+19, KL17, LM15, LYO15, QZX19, SMF+15, SFG+17, SV16, SD19, Sho15-42, UFT+15, WHS+19, WV18b, zLSSS+18.

JNW15, KD17b, LTC+16, MGW18, Ric18, SMF+15, SFA+19, VQ17, YTT+17, YWdh+17, YVM18. **end on** [DRMW17, KD17b]. **endocrine** [FLG+15, FLG+19, KOIT+16]. **endocytic** [CYL+18, CXZ+18, DSC+18, HHT+16, HHH15, KMBO+15, LWI+18, LTB+17, NMN+15, Sho15-45, WHS+19]. **Endocytosis** [MCMM15a, MCMM15b, CMB+18, HWM+18, EKP+19, FLM+17, FWH+16, FRP+17, FJ17, GKK16a, GKK16b, HDA+17, HLH15, KSL+17, LHT+19, PD19, PMRMS17, RBM+19, Sch17b, Sho17i, WLC+17]. **Endocytosis-dependent** [MCMM15a, MCMM15b]. **endogenous** [GT+18, PBS+16]. **endolysosomal** [CZ+15, CGPB17, MLM16, HZB+15]. **endolysosomes** [Juh16]. **endophagosomes** [NHG+18]. **endoplasmic** [GSR+18, GSB+15, HSB+19, JCF+17, KML+15, LPGB16, LLAC18a, LLAC18b, LGH+18, MHS+18, NDRJ15, PYO+18, Pow15f, SNOBM16]. **Endosomal** [HCS+18, LKM+15b, BDLB15, CR17, DMS+15, FdAV+17, HQW15, KNQ+19, LPK15, MP17a, MBS+18, McC+15, MGJ+16, MOS+18, MBC+19, SIO+16, Sho15-51, DR19, Lin15]. **Endosome** [DNMB16, CW17, CCY+19, DOA+17, LRM+19, LJS+16a, LJS+16b, Sho15-56, AEP+17]. **endosomes** [BK+15, BLPV+17, CZ+15, GAS+15, GSB+15, HHT+16, KMBO+15, KM18b, Les16f, Les16j, MPH+15, MFP17, ODI+19, SERP16, SKL+18, VBL+18, WZ19]. **Endothelial** [VCD+15, CMTH+15, CBH+15, DLZ+15, GGC+17, HKH16, HNF+18, JKD+19, KSM+18, KLS+19, MRGW+16, Sho15-29, TCD+15, VAKB+18]. **endothelium** [YGW+17]. **endotube** [KJ+19]. **ends** [IG17, KNPC16, LNS+19, LVG+18, NLS+18, Sho15-59, Wor19, YIT+15]. **enemy** [DR19]. **energetic** [HSK+16]. **energetics** [Sch19]. **Energy** [LS18, CRK+17, DN17, WHL17, ZYL+16]. **enforces** [BDW19]. **engage** [Pas19, Sho15-52]. **engagement** [KCB+16, SAK+18]. **Engineered** [RFG19, FTDC17]. **engulf** [TMFR+19]. **engulfment** [Log17, WV18a]. **enhance** [CL+19, TMFR+19]. **enhances** [BHB+18, GM16, HGG+17, TCP+15, YKK+17]. **enhancing** [ZYL+16]. **Enrichment** [BHS+19, LMR+17]. **ENSA** [HGC+19]. **Ensconce** [RAS+19]. **ensure** [KRMN16, RGM+16]. **ensures** [ABPS17, CYY+18, FMS+19, MDOS19, MGA19, SOP+16, SCL+19, ZAT+17]. **entangled** [MGSO+18]. **enter** [HHT+16, SS+16]. **enterocyte** [BDZ+15]. **enterocytes** [EK+19]. **enters** [Sho15-63]. **entorhinal** [AMS+17]. **entorhinal-hippocampal** [AMS+17]. **entotic** [HHBG17]. **entrance** [CANG+17]. **entry** [CCQ+18, JHP+15, MHG+19, SBP+16, TNP+15, WW+18]. **Enucleated** [GAS+18]. **envelope** [CG+19, DWH+17b, HH16, KL19, LW16a, MBG+18b, SPWM15, SER+15, SKG+16, ZWB+19, GCH15]. **envelope/ER** [GCH15]. **environment** [Sho16-27]. **enzyme** [Les15-27, RDH+19, WDW+17, YLW+15]. **enzymes** [MB15, MRM18, OSK+15]. **Eph**
ephrin [GKK16a, GKK16b, Sho15o, SCP+15, GKK16, GGL+19, OKN+16].
Ephrin-A3 [Sho15o, SCP+15]. ephrins [Pas19, epic [ZZ19].
epidermal [CE16, CRA+19, EPF16, KBB+15, KBB+16, MOJ16, NTT+15].
epidermis [LLC+17, ZAA17]. epigenetic
[IZBH+17, OBS+17, UBBM15, VWM+18]. Epigenetics [YVIMS18].
Epithelia [Les16c, KZW+18, SLW+18, SBS+18, Sho17e]. Epithelial
[AMT+15, AUT16, AHA+19, BPH+18, BRACA+16, CYL+18, CTI+19,
ECA+16, FBPN+18, FKL+18a, FKL+18b, GSP+18, GPPA+18, GPPJ+18,
HKK+19, IM16, KT15a, KT15b, KNL+17, MLR+16, MVL+16, MF16b,
NITY+16, NIS+16, ONT+19, Ott16, RBZ18, RSM+18, SXT16, Sho18d,
SSE18, SHO+15-74, TZC+15, UGH+16, VWM+18, VKJ+15, YGW+17].
epithelial-to-mesenchymal [SXT16]. epithelial/mesenchymal
[VWM+18]. epithelium
[GBRH15, KHS+16, MLR+16, PMRMS17, RSCR15]. epitranscriptomics
[YVIMS18]. Epolp [NDR+15]. EPS8 [GDB+15]. equatorial [ZCH+18].
ER-localized [MST+15]. ER-mitochondria [SK18b]. ER-mitochondrial
[LPWK15]. ER-resident [CRN+19]. ER-to-Golgi [MSCS19]. ERAD
[HESKK15a, HESKK15b, NOS+15]. Erasing [Pri17]. Erbin
[LWH+18, XWZ+15, CTI+19]. Everts [Sho15-40]. Erika [O'D18c]. Erin
[O'D17b]. ERK [THA+16, TAQ+19]. ERMES [KTK+18]. ERO1
[KML+15]. ERO1-independent [KML+15]. error [HBM+19]. errors
[DRMW17, TSFP+15]. Erv41 [Les15g, SMC+15]. Erv46 [Les15g, SMC+15].
escape [Góm17]. escaped [SMC+15]. Escherichia [DBS18]. ESCRT
[BLPV+17, CWI+19, CWL+16, MHS+18, OKM+17, PDZ18, TLH+19,
ZWZ+19]. ESCRT- [OKM+17]. ESCRT-I [CWL+16]. ESCRT-III [CWL+16].
ESCRT-III [CWL+16, MHS+18]. ESCRT-mediated
[BLPV+17]. essential [CST+17, DKR+19a, DKR+19b, EEE+16, GGF+19,
HKM+15, IWM+16, KYN+18, LYO15, MRO+15, MPN+18, NW19,
OMKM16, RGR+18, SLQ+15, SHC+18, SFZ+17, dVGO+16, vHGD+15].
establish [LS18]. establishes [GSRG+18, LLK+17]. establishing
[SEM+15]. establishment [LBB+15, WKW+15]. estrogen [STR+18].
ETAA1 [BC19]. Eugenia [Pow16b]. eukaryotes [DW17, SD17]. Eva
events [BDW19]. every [Awa18]. eviction [AIS+18, HGA+17]. Evidence
[OKM+17]. EVL [YKKB17]. EVL-mediated [YKKB17]. evolutionarily
[FLLM17]. evolutionary [KD17a, O’D19h, TG17]. evolving [Sch17b, CR17].
Ewald [Mar17]. excessive [VAKB+18]. exchange
[MPMP16, RLJ+17, RSC+19, ZTR+17]. Excision
[TSFP+15, CR18, GCW+16]. Excitable [MRMM18, GKC+17]. excitation
[FGR+18]. excitatory [SQ+16]. Excitement [O’D19]. excitotoxic
[DWB+17]. exclusion [SPWM15]. exerted [MSL+18]. exerts
[PGMM+19]. follicles [GI19]. follicular [dVGO+16]. following
[LUC+15, SWD+19]. Folsch [Jor16g]. force
[ACRM17, BBHBFSF18, FTAB+15, HB16, Jor16h, KTM19, KBT+15,
KOY+16a, KOV+16b, KST+19, MVJ+19, PLD17, RBZ18, WXC+18].
force-dependent [ACRM17]. force-sensitive [RBZ18]. forces
[AZ19, BGJ+16, DPGS+18, DN16, JhZbYmp15, Les15s, MSLK+18, Ne17,
PBL+16, Pow15e, SXE+19, SWC+17]. Forcible [NOS+15]. forebrain
[NYW+17]. fork [BG18, Can19, CQB+19, ZDM+15]. forks
[BCMM+19, Les15i, RS19, RL518a, RL518b, TBL+15]. form
[BLZ+15, CPCr+15, CGY+19, DSA15, LPRW17, SPD+17, Sho15-56].
Forman [CJ16]. formation [BSL+15, BMC15, BS17b, CRPSC+19, CHC+18,
CPB+16, DPS+18, DS16a, DJV+16, DLZ+15, FFATC15, GPAA+18,
GCZ+19, GLL+18b, HKG17, HM19, IYP+18, ISL+18, JBS+18, KHA+18,
KBB+15, KBB+16, KST+17a, KST+17b, MSS+17, MHI+18, NWP+16,
NPU+16, OKY+16, ONT+19, Ott16, PM15, RMMS+17, SOH18, Sho15m,
SLM+15, SENL+15, SAO+17, SPD+15a, SPD+15b, SCL+16, SAB+18,
TYK19, TCD+15, VPD+16, WPA+18, WEQ+15, WMB+15, YiJF+16].
Formin [MHY+16, DBG+15, GTW+15, GSKL+18, LM16, PAC+15,
WMB+15, GFWG15, vGWC+18]. formin-dependent [GTW+15].
Formin-generated [MHY+16]. Formin-like [GFWG15]. formin-mediated
[GSKL+18]. formin-nucleated [DBG+15]. forming
[JJB+19, KSGL19, Kti19]. formins [DATI18]. forms [AHA+19]. forward
[DKMV15, Sed15s]. four [VMR+19]. four-phosphate-adaptor-protein-
[VMR+19]. FoxO [MNBL16, OG16]. FOXO1 [Les15-29, ZPT+15]. Fragile
[Log17, OSW+17]. framework [LS18]. Francesca [Pow15c]. Fred
[Jor16d]. Fredberg [Sed15o]. Frederic [Jor16e]. free
[JSB+18, Sho15a, TG15, WFS15]. fresh [Les15i]. FRET
frontal [Les15r]. frontotemporal [WLM+15]. Fuchs [O’D17g]. Fueling
[Yel18]. fuels [KML+15]. full [KGK+18, Les15r, LDR+19]. full-length
[KGK+18, LDR+19]. function [AEP+17, BKH+15, BC19, BCM15,
BCMM+19, CKJ+15, CQB+19, CCS+19, CWL+16, CSYB+17, CCY+19,
DMC+16, DKM+15, DB15a, DCF+17, EJK+16, FML+17, GFvA+15,
GLL+18b, Gen17, GCC+17, GYK+17, HGD+15, HKRL17, KTK+18,
KSM+18, LJP+15, Les15z, LTRM15, LTRW15, MCS+15, RXEB+19, RSW+15,
Sed16a, Sho15-56, Sho16-36, TMR18, WZC+15, WYV+19, WF15].
functional [CKS+15, CN15, NGB+16, NGG+16]. functionally [MSL16].
functions [ATR19, BKG+15, CD18, DSNV+15a, DSNV+15b, FLG+15,
FLG+19, IB19a, IB19b, MLJ+16, MR18, MGT+19, MNM+15, OSK+15,
PLD +15, SSDP15, TAQ+19]. Fundamental [Sch15]. fungal
[VAB+18]. Furin [BCM15]. furious [GB18]. furrow
[FLN+10, FLN+16, LW16b, PUTM15]. furrows [WG16]. FUS
[MCH+18, YCSJ+17]. fuse [BUPC19]. Fusion [BCH+17, BPL+18, CZZ+15,
CRC+15, CZL+15, CLO+19, DOA+17, DSS+15, DS16b, DBG+15, FR16,
GRU18, GHKW+19, LKM+15a, MPH+15, MJN+18, MSW+07, MSW+17, MKD+18, MSV+19, NPU+16, RHPH+18, Sed15m, Sho15-44, SKL+18, SHR17, VML+17, WTC+19, WHL17, WMH+18, YSW+15, vGWC+18.


Genome-wide [MHI+18, SIBM17, BPH+19]. genomes [CSI+17, CSF+18, SZL+17]. Genomic [LT19a, MTC+19, MBR19, NKH+19]. genomics [SKG17]. genotoxic [MTM+17, ZDM+15]. genuine [OKK+15].


Glutathione [BS18]. glutathionylation [SAO+17]. Glycan [LGH+18].
glycinergic [CBAP+17]. glycolysis [ALY+17, Yel18]. Glycolytic
[Sed15, WDW+17]. glycoprotein [NOS+15, vBMG+15]. glycoproteins
[NOS+15]. glycoproteomics [CVL+19]. glycosylation [CVL+19].
glycylation [GBD+17]. Glypican [CIS+17]. Glypican-6 [CIS+17]. GMF
[HAK+15, Sho15a]. go [FW16, RMTR17, Sed15d]. goes
[BH15, Sho15v, Sho15-39]. Going [MS19b, FC16, Les15r, MS19a]. Goley
[O’D17b]. Golgi [CPBG19, CGPB17, CBM+16, GNM16, IB19a, IB19b,
KYN+18, KOK+19, LLL+15, LTC17, MSCS19, MHA+19, SA19, Sed15p,
VRM+19, WDM+15, YWdh+17]. golgin [LLL+15]. González [Sed15b].
good [Les15a]. GOP [SLH17, YHG+17]. GOP-1 [SLH17, YHG+17].
governing [CRK+17]. governs [AUTM16, CKX+16, MBS+18, NVP17].
gp135 [SHO+15-74]. gp210 [GCH15]. gp210/Nup210 [GCH15]. GPCR
[AMS+17, GAS+15, LL17, MMW+19, TCWM18, VBJ+18a, VBJ+18b].
GPCR-independent [MMW+19]. GPCR-induced [GAS+15]. GPCRs
[Les16], YNN18]. GPER1 [BLZ+15]. GPI
[LFT+16, LGH+18, Sed15d, SLAR+16]. GPI-anchor [LGH+18].
GPI-anchored [SLAR+16]. Gprr161 [PhHS+16, Sho16k]. GPR31
[FdSR+17]. Gracefully [Sed15a]. Gracheva [Sed15g]. gradient [WTB+19].
granular [MDC+16]. granule [ACG+15, CMB+18, GDD+15, KPA+16,
NGX+19, PIA16, PKS+19, Sho16-31, SENL+15, TT19]. granules
[ADBS+15, HMC+16, HCN+15, JBMM16, Les15-28, NIdG+18, PBL+19,
grow [MOM+18, Ver16]. Growing [Sed15m, Ric18]. Growth
[CRK+17, YPY+15, BFPD19, Bro19, CIS+17, CNRR+17, CG16, CKX+16,
CHH+15, DLH+19, DRL+19, DKM+15, FTS+19, FLG+18, GI19, GSD+15,
GMTL18, HSK+16, HPE+19, IYP+18, Jan18, KKC+19, LDU+16, LMD+16,
Les16b, LLZ+19, MBF17, MSS+17, NBG+16, PGMM+19, PBL+19,
RHJW18, SAF+19, Sho15d, Sho15-46, Sho17l, TNK18, WRH+16, WLM+15,
WB18, XTT+18, XLV+18, ZAT+19, vBMG+15]. GSK3
[AZS+15, ARV+18, VXF+15]. GSK3- [ARV+18, AZS+15]. GSK3B
[WTSA17]. GSK3B-mediated [WTSA17]. GTP
[CML8, LHY+19, WMH+18, Wor19]. GTP-binding [LHY+19].
GTP-tubulin [Wor19]. GTPase [ALLA18, DBS18, FLS+16, GGC+17,
GKC+17, JRH+16, LR18, MXV+16, MF18, NVP17, OOT+18, RLJ+17,
RS16, TF16, TJF18, WHL17, YSW+15, YHG+17]. GTPase-1 [OOT+18].
GTPases [HKK+19, LT19b, MP17a, MF16b, OFP+19, RGM18]. GTSE1
[BRH+16, Sho16i, TWD+17]. guanine [ZTR+17]. guanosine [MOM+18].
guardian [CE16]. guidance [BJL+18, DKM+15, GKGK16]. guide
[CSM17, GTMZ+15, Sho16c, vS15]. Gulp1 [GGL+19]. Günter [Tra18].
Gustavo [O’D19e]. gut [RMB+18, Sho15t, Sho17g, SLG+18]. gyrations
[Pow16c].

H [MPMP16, KML+15, LLW+15]. H1
**Homologous**


immediate \[^{A\text{IS}^+18}\]. Immune \[^{\text{Hui19, JNS}^+19, \text{Gek17, Inf18b, LAMAC}^+17, \text{MHY}^+16, \text{OSW}^+17, \text{SDI}^+19, \text{SAK}^+18, \text{TCWM}^+18}\.\]

immunity \[^{\text{KJC}^+15, \text{O'D}^{17c, O'D}^{18c}}\.\] immunization \[^{\text{TCP}^+18}\]. immunogenic \[^{\text{VRK}^+17}\]. immunological \[^{\text{CBB}^15, \text{NKP}^+15, \text{Sho15b}}\.\] impact \[^{\text{AEP}^+17, \text{BBMM}^+16}\]. impacts \[^{\text{LTRW}^+15, \text{PCF}^+19}\]. impair \[^{\text{EW}^+17, \text{XTT}^+18}\]. Impaired \[^{\text{GWf}^+17, \text{PMP}^+17, \text{YBZ}^+18}\]. impairing \[^{\text{HGG}^+17}\]. impairs \[^{\text{DLBMA}^+15, \text{FWL}^+17, \text{ZW}^+19, \text{vDMR}^+19}\] implantation \[^{\text{THG}^19}\]. implications \[^{\text{SF}^+15, \text{Sch17b, VZ}^+17}\]. import \[^{\text{APK}^+18, \text{ATRG}^+19, \text{BHB}^+18, \text{KdBKvdK}^+15, \text{Mok}^+16, \text{RPM}^+16, \text{RDN}^+19, \text{RBR}^+19, \text{WXFS}^+17}\]. importance \[^{\text{Blu15b, MSV}^+16, \text{OM}^+19}\]. important \[^{\text{GKK16a, GKK16b, GGL}^+19, \text{WWT}^+17}\]. Importin \[^{\text{CHS}^+17, \text{CNN}^+17, \text{Les}^+17}\]. Importin-11 \[^{\text{CNN}^+17, \text{Les}^+17}\]. improvement \[^{\text{CSM}^+17}\]. improves \[^{\text{CEM}^+15, \text{Sho}^+15-68}\]. inactivates \[^{\text{FKW}^+17}\]. inactivation \[^{\text{HPE}^+19}\]. inactive \[^{\text{SHVO}^+18}\].

INCENP \[^{\text{FTDC}^+17, \text{WWT}^+17}\]. INCENP/Sli15 \[^{\text{FTDC}^+17}\]. includes \[^{\text{VGA}^+15}\]. inclusion \[^{\text{BBK}^+16, \text{DS16a}}\. inclusions \[^{\text{YCS}^+17}\]. incorporation \[^{\text{BGH}^+18}\]. incorrect \[^{\text{Sho17e}}\. increase \[^{\text{HHH}^+19, \text{PBL}^+16}\]

Increased \[^{\text{UGHB}^+16, \text{CMTH}^+15, \text{JPC}^+17}\]. increases \[^{\text{DOH}^+17, \text{LRBB}^+15, \text{LMC}^+18}\]. increasing \[^{\text{WCY}^+16, \text{WCY}^+16b}\].

Incredibly \[^{\text{SZI}^+7a}\]. Independent \[^{\text{IKRM}^+16, \text{DBC}^+15, \text{FV}^+16, \text{GKK}^+16, \text{Gra}^+16, \text{JKD}^+19, \text{KML}^+15, \text{KK}^+17, \text{MMW}^+19, \text{MBC}^+19, \text{SDHC}^+17, \text{WG}^+16, \text{ZSD}^+15, \text{MP}^+17a, \text{PAC}^+15}\. independently \[^{\text{HHS}^+16, \text{LDMW}^+15, \text{MJN}^+18, \text{RHJW}^+18, \text{SPH}^+19, \text{iYJF}^+16}\]. individual \[^{\text{DB}^+15}\]. induce \[^{\text{WFOA}^+15}\]. induced \[^{\text{ACG}^+15, \text{BSL}^+15, \text{CYH}^+16}\].

DKM^+15, FDR^+16, FV^+16, FCL^+19, Gek^+17, GKK^+18, HH^+16, JBE^+17, KMRD^+16, KNO^+19, NWW^+17, NHL^+19, RSC^+19, TMFR^+19, WXC^+18, XSI^+18, XZW^+15, ZGDS^+16, GAS^+15, HNF^+18, LYO^+15, VXF^+15\. inducer \[^{\text{ASM}^+15}\]. induces \[^{\text{AGGSF}^+16, \text{BJB}^+18, \text{DMC}^+17, \text{FCB}^+09, \text{FCB}^+19, \text{KDV}^+15, \text{KPGG}^+19, \text{MOS}^+18, \text{NNK}^+15, \text{Sho}^+15t, \text{TTU}^+17, \text{WG}^+16}\].

Inducible \[^{\text{PABM}^+16, \text{LCTP}^+17, \text{MTC}^+17}\]. inducing \[^{\text{THA}^+16}\]. induction \[^{\text{SSRG}^+18}\]. inequality \[^{\text{Sho}^+16w}\]. INF2 \[^{\text{CJS}^+18}\]. INF2-mediated \[^{\text{CJS}^+18}\]. infected \[^{\text{PMW}^+18, \text{HGG}^+17}\]. infection \[^{\text{DAG}^+15, \text{IZZ}^+18, \text{OBY}^+15, \text{SD}^+16b}\]. infiltration \[^{\text{LWZ}^+18}\]. infinite \[^{\text{Gar}^+15b}\]. inflammasome \[^{\text{SK}^+16b, \text{dRHM}^+18}\]. inflammases \[^{\text{SK}^+16b}\].

Inflammation \[^{\text{Sho}^+15x, \text{FDR}^+16, \text{HS}^+16, \text{NS}^+18}\]. inflammatory \[^{\text{HSZ}^+18, \text{KKP}^+17}\]. influence \[^{\text{PKS}^+19, \text{Pas}^+16, \text{SOI}^+18, \text{TT}^+19}\]. influences \[^{\text{MN}^+17}\]. infrastructure \[^{\text{PC}^+17}\]. ing \[^{\text{SJ}^+16, \text{FC}^+16}\]. ingress \[^{\text{FL}^+10, \text{FL}^+16, \text{SOW}^+17}\]. inheritance \[^{\text{BCH}^+17, \text{CMA}^+19, \text{SFZ}^+15}\]. inhibit \[^{\text{FLG}^+15, \text{FLG}^+19, \text{GA}^+18, \text{SBP}^+16}\]. inhibiting \[^{\text{BHR}^+16, \text{KDM}^+18, \text{MRGW}^+15, \text{YCS}^+17}\]. Inhibition \[^{\text{CSG}^+15, \text{DWB}^+17, \text{MKD}^+18, \text{CMMB}^+15, \text{CRS}^+17, \text{FKL}^+18a, \text{FKL}^+18b, \text{GML}^+18, \text{KKC}^+19, \text{LM}^+15, \text{LTC}^+16, \text{LLS}^+16, \text{MXX}^+16, \text{SZS}^+18, \text{SSRG}^+18, \text{SID}^+18}\]. inhibitions \[^{\text{Sho}^+15-42}\]. inhibitor \[^{\text{CEM}^+15, \text{GSK}^+18, \text{Les}^+15j, \text{MMW}^+16, \text{NWW}^+17, \text{RYS}^+15, \text{SAF}^+19, \text{SN}^+16}\]. inhibitors \[^{\text{Hui19}}\. inhibitory
[Bro16, LBV+17, SCL+16]. inhibits
[CHZ+17, GGC+17, HSZ+18, QZY+19, SQB+15, WWZ+17]. initial
[AWS+16, BVR+17, HR16, VGY+17]. initiate [FBPN+18, PSL+17, SSR+17].
iinitiates [GSCIL+15, JNW+15, TST+17, TV+18a]. initiation
[ALLA18, BCS+17, GJW+17, JKA+15, LRH+15, LLY+19]. injured
[GSCIL+15]. Injury [TSJ+15, GCZ+19, JNS+19, MpDN+17].
Injury-stimulated [TSJ+15]. innate [KJC+15, OSW+17]. inner
[AFT+19, BPS+15, BHS+19, CJS+18, EJK+16, KJTY+19, SKG+16, UKHK+15, W Yo+17, WLJ+18, WF+15]. inner-membrane [WLJ+18]. innovations
[Pow15g]. innovator [Pow15d]. Inositol [RHC+16, DZB+18, NMN+15].
INPP5E [DCF+17]. INPP5F [MN+15]. INPP5K [DC+18]. INs [GS+18].
insertion [CGY+19, IZZ+18, SHO+18g]. insight
[QYY+16, SID+18, YSW+15]. insights [Gli17, KTK+18, LT+19a, PIA+16, TGC+15, WHP+18, vGWC+18, NO+19, PC+16]. stability
[CNA+17, CYMS+19, LUC+15, YMY+18]. instruct [RRM+17]. Insulin
[KOR+19, Sho+16m, BBC+16, FWL+17, GKG+18, NGX+19, RH+18, Sho+18e, TMK+18]. insulin-stimulated [BBC+16]. integral [BhHS+17].
Integrated [GSK+18]. integrates [MP+19, SIO+16]. integration
[GGA+17, JDG+16]. Integrin [Sho+15y, SG+16, WW+18, ACG+17, BBS+16, BAG+17, FSB+15, FVF+16, GLJ+17, GLC+19, Les+15u, LLC+17, PAC+15, Sed+15x, SLG+18, WWZ+17, ZT+15]. integrin-
[ACG+17].
Integrin-mediated [GS+16]. Integrins
[JCK+19, LMPG+15, LS+18, Pow+15e, SHVO+18]. integrity
[CLV+17, KLI+19, LCZ+16, LM+19, PSP+15, RLM+15, SCK+19, UOT+16].
intensities [BD+15]. intensional [G+15b]. interact
[iNL+19, PHA+17]. interacting [AHS+15, LR+15, HBS+15].
Interaction [FK+18, CSG+15, KCS+15, DSvNA+15a, DSvNA+15b, DLZ+15, EGI+19, KBT+15, LHY+19, LSS+15, MKA+17, PMRM+17, PKKB+17, SLW+18, SCG+17, Van+19]. interactions
[ACG+15, BG+18, DNMB+16, FRP+17, HQW+15, KSM+17, MBR+19, QZY+19, RLS+18a, RLS+18b, Sho+18a, SEMP+15, XLW+18]. interactome
[AR+15, JSB+18]. interacts [HGD+15, MCH+18]. intercellular
[AGL+15, HV+19, KTM+19, SDW+19, SZR+15]. intercellularly [FSF+15].
interchangeable [FPATC+15]. Interchromosomal
[M+19, FMS+19, RHCS+16]. interdependence [VZ+19]. interface
[GNM+16, NDC+19, UFT+15]. interfaces [PHA+17]. interferes [MCG+15].
interferon [CHZ+17, HGC+17, WBL+15]. Interleukin [TCP+15].
Interleukin-4 [TCP+15]. interlocks [MGSO+18]. Intermediate
[DPGS+18, FC+15, GDV+19, LH+19, LEM+17]. intermediates [KMB+15].
intermembrane [MRWM+18]. internal [BH+18]. internalization
[CMMB+15]. internalized [JP+16]. interneuron [NY+17]. intermodal
[EVR+19]. interorganelle [HZB+15, Hen+19]. Interphase
[LJP+15, PSP+15]. interplay [NP+15]. Interrogating [BOL+17]. intestinal
[CNC+18, KPE+17, RMB+18, RRM+17, Sho+17g, TSJ+15, YLN+16].
intraflagellar [BMF+18, YSM+17]. intrakinetochores [MHA+16].

Intranuclear [BPW15]. intravacuolar [RNP+17]. Intrinsic
[MGH+19, MSc19, MGT+19, WTB+19]. Introducing [NA17], intronic
[POTZ15]. Intronless [WWW+18]. invadopodia [ASM+15, GLL+18b, RHC+16, Sholm]. invadosomes [CLO+19, POE+16].

invagination [MFVS18, SK16a, UBBSM15]. invasion
[AGC+17, CC19, DCM+17, FBPN+18, GML16, HHBG17, LR18, MBS+18, MCCl+15, MBS+17, PAC+15, RHC+16, TB16, TYD+15, ZRDP19].

involved [BPH+15, IdSCB+16, SLN+15]. involvement [CBF+18], involves
[SMOO17], ion [UFT+15, Sed15g]. IPS [MT19]. IQGAP1 [BK15+19]. IRE1
[BMM+19, TCP+18, TSK+18, TSK+19]. IRGM [KJF+18]. iron [DNMB16].
irreversible [DSSF+15]. ischemia [LWZ+18]. ischemic [ZZW+19]. islets
[EWL16]. ISM1 [OWW+19]. isn’t [Sed15q]. isoform
[CRPSIC+19, CBF+18, KNPC16, OKY+16]. isoform-specific [CBF+18].
isoforms [MSE+17, PMRMS17, TJMM+18]. isotropic [KST+19]. isotype
[Kaw17, PTK16]. isotype-specific [PTK16]. itch [GD16]. itself
[CSF+17, CSF+18]. IV [CPB+16, JCK+19]. Ivaska [Pow15c].

[Sed16a]. Jim [Cas16b, Sed16b]. JIP3 [GWF17]. JIP3-dependent
[O’D16a]. Johan [In18c]. Johanna [Pow15e]. join [Les15s]. joined
[Sch15]. Jump-starting [Sch15]. junction
[BPH+18, BWP15, GPA+18, KT15a, KT15b, ONT+19, SOI+18, SLN+15].
Junctional [GFWG15, nLM+19, CRPSIC+19, SWPS+19, TNK18, ZAN17].
junctions
[AHA+19, CPP+18, CCQ+18, CCL17, DJV+16, ES18, Har16, JKD+19,
KDM+18, KLS+19, LPWK15, NIS+16, SOI+18, TE15, TCD+15, WW16].
Junjie [Pow15f]. Junk [Sed15q].

KAMPs [Sho18d]. Kap122 [ATRG19]. Kaposi [CSF+17, CSF+18]. Kar1
Kazuhiro [O’D19f]. KCC2 [LSS+15]. KCP2 [SCG17]. KCTD10
[GCA+17].keep [FG16, GH19, Kon17]. Keeping [O’D19a, O’D19b].
keeps [Hu15, Les16b, Les17, Sho15u, Sho15-37, Sho15-67, Sho16t, ZB18].


magic [Sho17f]. Mahak [Inf19a]. maintain [Can19, CSF+17, CSF+18, ES18, EMRS+18, KNQ+19, MGT+19, MMB+15, OLT+19, WRG+15]. maintaining [CMM+15]. maintains [BDZ+15, CNN+17, CHP+17, DER+18, FBX+15, GBB+19, HSB+19, KDM+18, LCZ+16, MLR+16, RDH+19, SHO+18g, SCP+15, ZLZD16].

Maturation [CPBG19, BPH+15, CW17, CBB15, DS16b, DLBMA+15, FC16, KT15a, KT15b, KSGL19, LZH+18, LLL+18, MCD+19, SSN+15, SSR+17, VRK+17, WQD+18, ZZ9, vHG+15]. Maturation-driven [CPBG19].

mature [CST+17, Nie19, NWD+19]. matures [Sho17h]. Maya [Sed16c].


Mechanical [LDG18, vDMR+19, DK16, Nel17, PBL+16, WXC+18]. mechanics [CPP+18, Cas16b, CC19, FK17, HF15, Pow16e, TB16]. Mechanism [KJF+18, SKZ+18b, ASZ+18, BBS+17, CHH+15, DSA15, GPS+17, JKD+19, LHA+15, LPHH16, MR1, OI18b, PHKY17, SM18, ZCH+18].

mechanisms [BPSK+16, CLH+18, Gar15a, HKH16, JGD16, KY15, VGY+17, VY18, XS16, YEM+19, SK16b]. Mechanistic [PIA16]. mechano [GWZ+19b, XPZ+19]. mechano-regulated [XPZ+19].

mechano-regulation [GWZ+19b]. mecanocatalysis [ZAT+19].

mechanopathology [MHW19]. mecanoprotection [LH+15].

mechanosensation [GWZ+19b]. Mechanosensing [CID17].

mechanosensitive [GYS18, SRI+19]. mechanosensitivity [KOV+16a, KOV+16b]. mecanosensory [CBH+15, KDA+18].

mechanotransducer [TSB+18]. Mechanotransduction [BBBHFSF18, WSP+18, BLO+16, CSO+19, FSB+15, GAS+18, Nie16, SGF16].

Meckel [RDO+15]. medial [SWC+17]. mediate [ABGG16, CH+17, GKGK16, KPA+16, KJON+17, MAK+16, RHH+18, SCG17]. mediated [ARV+18, BDZ+15, BLBV+17, CJ+18, CHI+15, DSC+18, DGS+18, DLT+18, FML+17, FTS+19, FW+16, FVF+16, FCB+09, FCB+19, GDL+15, GSKL+18, GTD+18, GFWG15, HLW+15, HPE+19, IM16, JCF+17, JJJW17, JPF+16, KSL+17, KJC+15, KQM+19, LKM+15a, MBS+18, ND17, PhHS+16, PD19, QZX+19, RHCS+16, SZE19, SKW+19, SD19, SWC+17, SGF16, TGQ+17, VCG+16, WTSA17, WWY+18, WLC+17, gXNG+15, gXNG+16, vGW+18, AWL+18, ANM+19, DKMV15, HGA+17, JHF+15, JIB+19, JNS+19, KML+15, LM15, LHT+19, LZD+16, MvVV+16, PBL+16, VMP16, WZ+15, WXF+17, YKKB17, YSR+18, ZDM+15, ZCH+18, vDMR+19].

mediates [AMS+17, AIS+18, BLO+16, CRPSC+19, CDT+19, CMMB+15, DQB+16, DZL+15, FCLoS19, GKK16a, GKK16b, GCW+16, GWZ+19b, HZH+15, KKC+19, KBT+15, KST+19, LDP+15, MCH+18, MBT+16, NNH17, SBR+15, SSZ+18, SZL+16, SDHC17, WYO+17, WB18]. mediators [SPH+19].

meets [GGR15]. Megakaryocyte [NS15, NPK+15]. Megan [Jor16h].

meiosis [BPSK+16, BCM+18, HHH+19, KBKW19, Lac19, LSJY15, LTC+18, LWZ+19, MSLK+18, MGSO+18, SJJ+19, ZYA+17]. Meiotic [BTV16, BNKB15, CSC+15, CO19, Das17, DRM17, FFATC15, HHCK19, KHA+18, PTR+19, PMRM17, PBB+15, RO18, SCNTC+18, YAHH].

microsurgery [CRZ+16]. Microtubule
[BPI9b, Con16, JERL+15, JNW15, MGW18, MRMM18, PSL+17, SMF+15, SFA+19, ZAT+17, AH5+18, ASZ+18, AATP17, Avleft+18, ANM+19, BRH+16, BMF+18, Bro19, BS17b, CKX+16, DMB+18, DUL+19, DBMA+15, EG19, EF17, FFG+18, FTS+19, FK17, FBX+15, GCL+15, JBE+17, JIB+19, KDR+19, KNPC16, KZW+18, LCP+15, LEM17, eLNF+16, LNS+19, LHB+18, MNLB16, MG16, NLS+18, OG16, OLT+19, Ric18, RO18, SXE+19, SID+18, S1e16, TKM16, TBD+17, UFT+15, WKM+15, Wor19, WB18, YTH+17, YWdH+17, YCSJ+17, YVM18, YIT15, ZYA+17, vdVFM+17, BP19a, Sed16a].
microtubule- [ANM+19, OLT+19]. microtubule-associated [LEM17].
microtubule-based [KDR+19]. microtubule-dependent [DBMA+15].
microtubule-induced [JBE+17]. Microtubule-organizing [Sed16a].
microtubule-proximal [DUL+19]. Microtubule-severing [MRM18].
Microtubules [KTMM19, MOM+18, SRT+18, BNS+17, BCM+18, DRL+19, FKG+19, HGL+17, IG15, KEV+17, KD19, LKV+18, MSV+19, QYC+17, RFO+16, SMK+18, SKZ+18b, VGY+17, Ver18, VAG+15, WMT+17].
microvilli [LMdM+16]. Mid1 [VMP16]. MiD49 [OMKM16]. MiD49/51 [OMMKM16].
Midbody [Ott16, BRACA+16]. midzone
[BFDB18, LDG+15, PCF+19]. Mierzw [Inf18a]. migrating
[Haw18, IBG+15, MB17a, WK1+15]. migration
[BDAW15, BNS+17, BBM+16, Br16, BPR+18, CAKL16, Cas16b, DLL+16, DATI18, DPGS+18, EAW+17, FDR+16, GGC+17, GDV19, GAS+18, GTMZ+15, HKH16, JBE+17, Kav17, Kay16, KMJ+18, LRM+19, LR18, LL17, MBS+17, MPM16, NW19, NYW+17, PHKY17, PSL+17, PBL+16, RSC+19, SM16, SBC+16a, SBC+16b, SYK+17, SW18, SMN+16, TG17, WCL+18, XPZ+19, YEM+19, ZTR+17]. migratory
[JiJZB1m15, JGCAC+15]. Miller [O'D17a]. mimics [SKL+18]. mind
[Sh016f]. miniature [MTC17]. minimal [DS16a, FTDC17]. minimalist
[Pow15]. minimally [LSMZ+18]. minus [Bro19, FTS+19, IG15, NLS+18, SMF+15, SFA+19, Wor19, YTH+17, YWdH+17, YIT15]. minus-end
[SFA+19]. Mio [PTM+15]. miR [HZH+15, LCM+16, Sho15-34]. miR-203
[LCM+16]. miR-501-3p [HZH+15]. miR-7 [Sho15-34]. MIR335 [OBS+17].
miRNA [KDA+18]. Mir101 [OOT+18, KKC+19, Van19]. Misdirection
[Sho15-35]. misfolded [BA18, GUM+18, NOS+15]. misfolding
[BBK16, DS16a, NPC17]. mishap [ML15b]. Mismatch [Sho15-36]. mist
[Hyr15]. mistargeted [SZE19]. MiT [NWFY15]. mito [MPA+16]. Mitochondria
[KL17, KBJ16, Sed15s, Sho17g, AFO+16, BLG+15, BJB+18, BCH+17, CMA19, DNMB16, FKW+17, KM19D+16, Les15b, MWT+16]
mitochondria-associated [WLJ16]. Mitochondria-driven [KL17].

Mitochondrial [BPW+17, FR16, JBMM16, Mes16, Mok16, Sho16p, TTT+17, WLJ18, IYJF+16, BJB+18, CJS+18, CRC+15, CCS+19, CRS+17, DWB+17, GHKW+19, HPE+19, JLB+18, Juh16, KKC+19, KBB+17, KBB+15, KBB+16, Lac19, LPWK15, LH19, LgYL+18, LXR+15, LTRW15, MRWM18, MLMF16, MPA+16, MC16, MBM+15, NS18, OI18a, OOT+18, OMKM16, Pow15a, QYY+16, Qi17, QPF+17, RPMC+16, RLM+15, SJJ+19, SPMM+17, SSL+17, SG18a, SG18b, SK18b, VMP16, VKT+15, WYV+19, WEQ+15, YKO+16, ZYL+16, ZWW+19, ZGDS+16].

mitochondrial-derived [Juh16]. Mitofusin [MMB+15, Sho15-37, FR16, MRWM18, QYY+16]. Mitofusins [GS18].

neonatal [EKP+19]. neoplasia [LMC+18]. nerve [GCZ+19, Sho17f, SCL+16, vBMG+15]. nerves [GSCIL+15]. nervous [LPHH16, MPN+18, OFP+19]. 
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CCLL17, CWZ+15, Dic17, GPD+19, HQW15, MBC+19, PBL+16,

Palade [MPW+19], palmitoylation [MBF17], palmitoyltransferase [MBF17]. Pancreatic [PW19, QCC+19, ALY+17, CIK+17, DVS+17, FWL+17, KOIT+16, TSK+18, TSK+19, VWM+18]. PACP [LDP+15], papillomavirus [IZZ+18], PAR-4 [UTM15], paracrine [LCC+17]. Paragons [CN15], parallel [CWL+16, SMF+15]. paralogs [SG18a, SG18b]. paranodal [EVR+19], paraplegia [AEP+17], parasite [RN+17, TB16]. paraspeckle [HYC16, WMK+16]. Paraspeckles [CN15, HMK+15]. Parkinson [KPEJ17, LSMZ+18, NS18, NWFY+15, NPU+16, OKK+15, Sho15]. Parkinson-dependent [MLMF16], parkinsonism [MGJ+16]. PARP [MWW+16]. PARP1 [AIS+18, HGA+17], PARP1-dependent [AIS+18]. PARP1/ARTD1 [HGA+17]. PARP1/ARTD1-mediated [HGA+17]. part [FB15, LTC+16]. participate [SSM+18], participates [DZB+18]. particle [KDV+15, SLD+15]. partition [LTG+18, NidG+18]. partner [DK17], partners [CB16, MP17b], partying [Sed15c]. pass [SZ17b, Sho17a, SLH17], passage [YNN18], passenger [FTDC17, IBD18].

Passing [O’D18d], passive [TRM+16], patch [DPS+18, Sho15-36]. pathogenesis [JERL+15], pathogenic [GLSS+15a, GLSS+15a], pathology [GWF17]. pathway [BHS+16, HOH+16, IGK+16, KVK+17, KP18, KG15, KBT+19, MFB17, MNLB16, MSW+07, MSW+17, MWSM18, MWSM19, MBC+19, NMN+15, NOS+15, OG16, PYO+18, RO18, SYK+17, SB19, TJS+18, TSK+18, TSK+19, vLvdKR18], pathway-driven [HOH+16]. Pathways [KJH18, AS17, ANM+19, BSP+16, CD18, CANG+17, CID17, FA16, FC16, LH15, LKM+15b, SMF+15, Sho17b, TM18]. Patronin [FTS+19, Bro19]. Patronin-mediated [FTS+19]. pattern [KHS+16, MBG+18a, TYK19]. Patterned [WSDY17], patterning [Bea16, HF15, YVLM+18]. patterns [GKC+17, HTK+16]. Pavarotti [MNLB16]. Pavarotti/MKLP1 [MNLB16], Pax4 [DVS+17], paxillin [BVR+17, KBT+19, POE+16], PC7 [BMC15], pcd [GHKW+19], PcG [CMM+15], PCNA [HSN+16], PCNA-binding [HSN+16], PDGFR [PLH18, SSV+18]. PDK1 [PLS+15], PDK2 [GDL+15], PDK2-mediated
[DMB+18, HHCK19, TNP+15, UMC+15, UMC+17]. phosphorylating
[HSZ+18, LRBB15]. Phosphorylation
[LLY+19, PKS+19, SCNCT+18, TCP+18, TT19, CDF+18, FBX+15, IKK+18, JPF+16, LSPC16, MFVS18, MNL+16, MBG+18a, MWW+16, OSK+15, SKW+19, Sho16b, TGQ+17, TTO+17, WFOA15, WTSA17, WWY+18, WKM+15, WV18b, XMJ+19, Ye18, YTGA16]. photoactivated [TCZ+16], photobleaching [FGR+18]. Photoreceptor
[Fug15, SPD+17, DER+18, HKG+18, MSC19, MG17, SPE+17a].
photoreceptor-specific [DER+18]. photoreceptors [BK19, DSA15].
photosynthesis [Pow16d]. Physical [CKS+15, ST17]. physiological
[DTW+16, PPB+15]. PI [CCLL17, Dic17, GPD+19, HQW15, KSGL19, NGX+19, RSC+19, Sho15-45, SKZ+18a, WXC+18, Yud19]. P13
[JJW17, LLL+18]. P13-kinase [LLL+18]. P13K [GPD+19, KG15, MDC+16].
P13K-dependent [MDC+16]. P14P [SE19, SKZ+18a]. PICK1 [FRP+17].
Piddini [Pow16b]. PIDDosome [APS+17]. PIDDosome-dependent
[APS+17]. pieces [Sho18b]. Piecing [Sed15w]. PIK3CA [RRM+17].
PINCH [GWZ+19b]. PINCH-1 [GWZ+19b]. PINK1
[MLMF16, NPU+16, PSCS16, VGB+17, KPEJ17, LSMZ+18, NS18].
PINK1/Parkin [MLMF16, NPU+16, NS18]. PINK1/Parkin-dependent
[MLMF16]. Pioneer [Tal18, KS19, Pow15d]. pipeline [GSC+16, UBR+17].
PIPs [Yud19]. piston [PKH+17]. pit [MFVS18]. PIWI [ABF+16]. PIX
Pck1-mediated [vDMR+19]. Pkl1 [YIT15]. placement [PKH+19]. places
[MRWM18]. Plakophilin [DKA+16]. Plakophilin-2 [DKA+16]. planar
[KZW+18, INL+19]. plant [BLPV+17, NLS+18, YTTH+17]. plants
[DMC+17]. plaque [GW17]. Plasma
[RS16, AKTR18, BJO+16, DQB+16, Dic17, DZL+15, EEE+16, GDD+15, GCJ+15, GPD+19, HHBG17, MPH+15, MCGC+15, MHA+19, PD19, PKC+16, RMB+19, RSW+15, SKZ+18a, TG15, Yud19]. plastic [Sil16b].
plasticity [BSL+15, BLZ+15, DSL+17, FAH+17, LMR+17, LZD+16, NGG+16, PNE+19, SVD+15, WBL+15]. plasticity-induced [BSL+15].
Plastin [DOH+17, KKD+16]. plateau [NS15, NKK+15]. platform
[Gek17, KY15, MTC17, Sho15-48]. play [KB16, VHB18]. plays
[ABP+19, DKR+19a, DKR+19b, GAS+15, Kri19, LCD+17, LNH+15, MHD+15, OKY+16, Sho15-59, YGW+17, Zhu17]. PLC [MBC+19].
PLCXD [DR19]. PLEKHM1 [MAG+17]. PLK [TN+15]. PLK-1
[TN+15]. PLK1 [ABP+19, Sho16r, ZLZD16, PTMP+15, ZGZ+15]. Plk4
[BSC+17, GB18, MBG+18a, MCL+15, Sho15e]. ploidy [SHO+18g]. PLP
[LIP+15]. pluripotency [CSYB+17]. pluripotent
[CEM+15, TST+17, ZGDS+16]. plus
[AHS+18, FFG+18, JN15, KNPC16, LNS+19, Wor19, YVM18]. PIsDN1
[HK16]. PM [CCQ+18, CCLL17, DJV+16, SKZ+18a]. PML [OKY+16].
podocalyxin [MF16b]. Podosome [RLJ+17, EWL16, Gen17, KBT+19].
podosomes [Zha19]. point [Sho18c]. pointed [BHDK17]. points
promoted [HLEM+18]. promoter [GCL+15, WWY+18]. promotes
[APHH+19, ALY+17, ACG+15, ARV+18, BKH+15, BSL+15, BAGM17,
BS17b, CIS+17, CLBBB15, DPS+18, DBC+15, DLH+19, DKA+16, EKP+19,
FdsR+17, FKL+18a, FKL+18b, GDD+15, GBK+17, GHKW+19, GWF17,
GHS16a, GHS16b, HZ+18, IZZ+18, IBG+15, IYP+18, ISL+18, KBKW19,
KMLG+15, KMLG+16, KMC+19, LAMACE+17, LFK+17a, LNS+19,
LLL+18, LTBB+17, MMW+19, MBF17, MBS+17, MBG+18b, NHCB15,
OBY+15, PNE+19, PAC+15, PBL+16, PSL+15, QSZ+17a, QSZ+17b,
QZY+19, RGM+16, RMB+18, RKK+18, SCNTC+18, SXT+16, SSRG18,
SQC+16, Sho15-44, SOW+17, SHH+16, SCP+15, SMN+16, THA+16, TJS+15,
UDH+16, VKT+15, VGB+17, WMB+15, WMH+18, Woo18, gXNG+15,
gXNG+16, XJG+17, XLW+18, YTL+15, YKO+16, YHG+17, ZCL+15].

promoting [FFATC15, FMS+19, KJTY19, RSG+15, SHO+18g, WEO+15,
YYZ+15, vdVFM+17]. proofreading [CYMS+19]. propagation [IYP+18].
propel [MHY+16]. proper [BDW19, YLW+15, ZGZ+15]. properties
[ECAB+16, GHF+16, HNF+18, PTK+16, ST+17, WRV+15]. phophase
[PTR+19]. Proasposin [ZsdO+15]. prostaglandin [CBAP+17]. prostate
[Les15-30, NKW+19, TF19]. Protease [SBS+18, RDN+19, WLJ+18, RFG19].
proteases [BMC15, CC19]. proteasomal [CYT+18, SPGB+17, UOT+16].
proteasome [PAM+16, SSRG18, Sho18d]. protect
[AMT+15, BCMM+19, CMTH+15, VZF+18]. Protecting [IO18, OR17].
protection [JJW17, RS+19, Sho15-64]. protects [BMM+19, DWB+17,
HSN+16, LUC+15, NLS+18, OPP+18, Sho16b, Sho16-27, WW16]. Protein
[BSL+15, BBK16, GNM16, HPB19, Nii9, RM19, RSvW+15, SM18, SS18,
SB19, AWS+16, AKD+17, BPH+19, BPH+18, BCH+17, Boh18, BSLP+16,
BG18, BK19, BPW+17, Can17, CJ16, CMM+15, CMA19, CMB+18,
CNN+17, DMC+16, DWH+17b, DLZ+15, DLM+15, FdsR+17, FKG+19,
FCLoS19, GPPJ+18, GY18, GGWl+19, GDB+15, GLS+15, GI17, HKG17,
HZB+15, IdScB+16, IZZ+18, IG15, ISK+15, JHP+15, KMK+17a, KMK+17b,
KJTY19, KMC+19, KML+15, LPWK15, LHY+19, Les15z, Les16i, LMPG+15,
LSJY15, LCZ+16, LLW+17, LGH+18, LHB+18, MDS+19, MLJ+16, Mok16,
MFP+17, MWF+15, NCV+16, NEW+17, NDRJ15, NPÖ+17, NP15, PhHS+16,
PDZ+18, PBL+19, PXN+18, PMP+17, QCC+19, QJP+17, RPMC+16, RBZ18,
RLM+15, RBR19, RLS18a, RLS18b, SERP16, SCNTC+18, SSL+17, SV+16,
SG18a, SG18b, SS19, SIY+18, SLM+15, SHO+15-74, SAB+18, SE18,
SCL+19, TCP+15, UMC+15, UKHK15]. protein
[VML+17, VAB+18, VMR+19, VKT+15, VGA+15, WYoS17, WXFS17,
WHS+19, WYY+19, WQD+18, XSS+18, YHS+15, YKO+16, ZJM+17,
ZGD+16, LOG15, TLMG+15]. Protinopathies [KM17, KM18a].
Proteins [LGV+18, AFXS16, AGL+15, ABF+16, BlH+17, BGJ+16,
BBS+17, BMW+18, BA18, BNK15, BMS+17, CD18, CGPB17, COGP15,
DW17, DATI18, GUM+18, HKG+18, HR17, HGA+17, HKM+15, HMM+19,
JDZ+16, JLB+18, JHC+16, KdbKvdK15, KPGG+19, KJF+18, KLHC+18,
KJON+17, Les15g, Les15q, LMPG+15, LKE15, MMW+19, Mar16a, MSC19,
Proteome [ZHP+19, MLJ+16, SSdLA+15]. proteomics [SKG17].
proteostasis [KJH18, SBM17]. proteotoxicity [OPP+18].

Proteolipid [YKO+16]. proteolysis [CKS+15, SXT16].

Proteome [ZHP+19, MLJ+16, SSdLA+15]. proteomics [SKG17].
proteostasis [KJH18, SBM17]. proteotoxicity [OPP+18].

Proteolipid [YKO+16]. proteolysis [CKS+15, SXT16].

Proteome [ZHP+19, MLJ+16, SSdLA+15]. proteomics [SKG17].
proteostasis [KJH18, SBM17]. proteotoxicity [OPP+18].

Proteolipid [YKO+16]. proteolysis [CKS+15, SXT16].

Proteome [ZHP+19, MLJ+16, SSdLA+15]. proteomics [SKG17].
proteostasis [KJH18, SBM17]. proteotoxicity [OPP+18].

Proteolipid [YKO+16]. proteolysis [CKS+15, SXT16].

Proteome [ZHP+19, MLJ+16, SSdLA+15]. proteomics [SKG17].
proteostasis [KJH18, SBM17]. proteotoxicity [OPP+18].

Proteolipid [YKO+16]. proteolysis [CKS+15, SXT16].

Proteome [ZHP+19, MLJ+16, SSdLA+15]. proteomics [SKG17].
proteostasis [KJH18, SBM17]. proteotoxicity [OPP+18].

Proteolipid [YKO+16]. proteolysis [CKS+15, SXT16].

Proteome [ZHP+19, MLJ+16, SSdLA+15]. proteomics [SKG17].
proteostasis [KJH18, SBM17]. proteotoxicity [OPP+18].

Proteolipid [YKO+16]. proteolysis [CKS+15, SXT16].

Proteome [ZHP+19, MLJ+16, SSdLA+15]. proteomics [SKG17].
proteostasis [KJH18, SBM17]. proteotoxicity [OPP+18].

Proteolipid [YKO+16]. proteolysis [CKS+15, SXT16].

Proteome [ZHP+19, MLJ+16, SSdLA+15]. proteomics [SKG17].
proteostasis [KJH18, SBM17]. proteotoxicity [OPP+18].

Proteolipid [YKO+16]. proteolysis [CKS+15, SXT16].

Proteome [ZHP+19, MLJ+16, SSdLA+15]. proteomics [SKG17].
proteostasis [KJH18, SBM17]. proteotoxicity [OPP+18].

Proteolipid [YKO+16]. proteolysis [CKS+15, SXT16].

Proteome [ZHP+19, MLJ+16, SSdLA+15]. proteomics [SKG17].
proteostasis [KJH18, SBM17]. proteotoxicity [OPP+18].

Proteolipid [YKO+16]. proteolysis [CKS+15, SXT16].

Proteome [ZHP+19, MLJ+16, SSdLA+15]. proteomics [SKG17].
proteostasis [KJH18, SBM17]. proteotoxicity [OPP+18].

Proteolipid [YKO+16]. proteolysis [CKS+15, SXT16].
Rab7-dependent [YDM+18]. RAB8 [CAA+17, NiYT+16, WLM+15].
rabbit [PBG18]. RabGEF [MVJ+19]. Rabs [BDLB15]. Rac
[LCM+16, GKK16a, GKK16b, GGA+17, Sho16y]. Rac1
[DSyN15a, DSyN15b, GFWG15, MRGWB16, MOJ16, RKK+18].
Rac1/ [MOJ16]. Rac3 [DCM+17]. race [ST16b]. RAD18 [YGMR+17].
RAD51 [MWW+16, PMHB17, RZS+15, ZDM+15]. RAD51-mediated
[ZDM+15]. Radial [Kay16, OFP+19]. RADical [LS16]. Raft
[KSM+17, MCGC+15, OPP+18]. Raft-based [KSM+17]. raft-dependent
[MCGC+15]. Rag [MPY17a, MF18]. Ragulator [CJ17, FdAV+17, PKKB17].
raises [SE19]. Ral [OFF+19, HAR+15]. RAL-1 [HAR+15]. Rap1GTPases
[GCZ+19]. range [GRB19, MS19a, MS19b]. RanGTP [JHF+15]. Ranvier
[CPEE+15]. Rap1 [GCC+17, GLC+19, OSL+19]. Rapid
[BLL15, LJ16, SSRG18, MOS+18]. Rapsyn [OLT+19]. RAS
[Mar15, DBB+16, KDM+18, PGMM+19, ZWS+16]. Ras-driven
[PGMM+19]. Ras/MAPK [KDM+18]. Rasband [Sed15r]. RASSF4
[CCL17, Die17]. ratcheting [MVJ+19]. rate [Sho15d, SFA+19]. rather
[MHA+16]. RBM3 [XSJ18]. Rbx1 [KSM+18]. rDNA [MRK+18]. re
[MHG+19]. re-entry [MHG+19]. reach [Sho15-27]. Reaching [FR16].
reaction [Sho15-27], real [FJ17, SPJ+15]. real-time [FJ17, SPJ+15].
rearrangements [GLG+19]. rearward [SHW+17]. reason [Sho16z].
recapitulated [BRB19]. recapitulates [Les15g]. Receptor
[JCF+17, TGO+17, WBL+15, APK+18, BKH+15, BSP16, BNB+15, CRN+19,
CNN+17, CB16, FdSR+17, FRP+17, FCB+09, FCB+19, FCLoS19, FTAB+15,
GPAA+18, GKK16a, GKK16b, GGA+18, HZH+15, IdSCB+16, KDV+15,
MBT16, MNLB16, MMY+16, NBR+16, ND1+17, OKK+15, PhHS+16,
RKK+18, RFG19, STR+18, SMC+15, Sho18e, WV18a, dFevW+15, OG16].
receptor-FoxO [MNLI16]. Receptor-mediated [JCF+17, ND1+17].
receptors [KLM+15, cLNF+16, MOS+18, Pas16, Pas19, SPP+16, YYZ+15].
Reciprocal [Sch17b]. reckoned [Jor16h]. recognition [AMS+17, CHB+16,
FCLoS19, HGF+18, KDV+15, MTN+16, SDHC17, WWT+17]. recognize
[LMM16]. recognized [BJO+16]. recognizes [HESK15a, HESK15b].
Recognizing [MA17]. recombinant [Ewe18, HCMIL15]. recombination
[KHA+18, LFC1+16, LCD+17, QSZ+17a, QSZ+17b]. recombinational
[LS16, Lof18]. reconstitute [MG16]. Reconstitution [BPL+18].
reconstitutinal [Sle16]. recovery [MRGWB+16, SGB+17]. RECQ
[CNA+17]. RECP-like [CNA+17]. RECP5 [UDH+16]. recruit
[BDK+18, CZL+15, KNL+17, Sho15-50, SWPS+19]. recruited
[CPEE+15, WIS+17]. recruiters [CWL+16]. recruiting [KMC+19].
recruitment [APHH+19, BBK16, BMW+18, EJK+16, GPS+17, HMM+19,
IB19a, IB19b, JCK+19, KJF+18, LMSG18, LCD+17, MF18, MHSD+15,
MDC+16, SKZ+18a, TLH+19, WTC+19, WMB+15]. recruits
[BVR+17, CR18, MKS17, MHA+19, RHC+16]. recycle [Les15b, Les16].
recycling [Blu15b, BSP16, CPBG19, CYL+18, DMS+15, FC16, GLSS+15b,
GLSS+15a, HHM15, LRM+19, LWH+18, MP17a, MBS+18, MPH+15, PAC+15, Sho15-45, SE18, SCL+19, ZDSM+18]. redistribution [BNB+15].
redox [MRWM18]. redox-regulated [MRWM18]. reduce [HSK+16, PKN+15, Sho16w]. reduced [LJ17a, PCP17], reduces [MBC+19].
regenerative [CKM+16, TSJ+15]. region [BBMM+16, MTC+19, SPWM15]. regions [BA18, EGY+19, NHK+19, NPO+17, PBL+19, SER+15].
regression [VAKB+18]. regulate [AGL+15, BMC15, BNK15, CNA+17, CWZ+15, CTI+19, CL19, DMB+18, DDA+16, DJV+16, DCO+12, DCO+16, GLL+18b, HKG+18, HMM+19, HBDW+15, HM19, KHRL17, KPEJ17, KNL+17, LGH+18, LWF+15, MCLL+15, MPW+19, MCGD+17, MYN+17, NIYT+16, NLBA+15, OMT+19, PUTM15, PPK+16, PGRY+19, RHCS+19, Sch17a, Sho15-39, WLM+15, YWdh+17, YSM+17, ZWS+16].
regulated [AFT+19, CKS+15, DB15b, EFM17, JAHH18, LHY+19, MRWM18, MWSM18, MWSM19, ST17, TL17, THM+19, XPZ+19, zLSSS+18].
regulates [AHA+19, BPH+18, BSK+19, BSL+15, BBSA+16, CRN+19, CANG+17, CCQ+18, CEM+15, DMC+16, DCM+17, DCF+17, FSB+15, FRP+17, FLG+18, GLL+18a, GLJ+17, GLS+15, GCA+17, GCC+18, HBWY18, HGD+15, HHH+19, iHMM+17, HHM15, IKK+18, JHC+16, JGCA+15, KNPC+15, KG15, KZW+18, KBT+19, KJTY19, KBB+15, KBK+15, KBB+16, LWZ+18, LRM+19, LCM+16, LSGM+18, LMR+17, LSJY+15, LJ17b, LLL+15, LM16, LZW+16, LSS+15, Log17, LDMW+15, MFSV+18, MPMP+16, MWW+16, NKP+15, NIN+19, NHL+19, OGF16, OWW+19, PRT+19, PHL18, PMHB17, PMRMS17, PDZ+18, PM15, QZX19, QSZ+17a, QSB+17b, RBZ18, RHJW18, RSCR15, RSW+15, SPMM+17, SBS+18, SENL+15, SR17b, SLPW19, TCP+18, TF16, TWD+17, TNK18, TSK+18, TSK+19, UOT+16, UBBSM15, VTB+16, VLZ+15, WTSA17, WDM+15, WWT18, WCL+18, WSP+18, WHS+19, WKM+15, XWZ+15, YTG+16, ZRPF+19, ZPT+15, ZLG+15, ZGZ+15, ZAAN17, dIFEvW+15].
Regulating [ABPS17, FG15, Har16, FBX+15, GCJ+15, GCH15, HS不住+19, HQW15, IGK+16, IYP+18, KGN+15, LLK+17, LTS+17, MgoDN+17, RDH+19, SSV+18, SVD+15, WYHG17, WBNH18, XJG+17, YAHH15, ZTR+17]. Regulation [CYH+16, CHS+17, CAI+15, CAA+17, Far16, KSL+17, LEM17, MFI16b, PC17, RMM+17, TJMM+18, TMM+18, ZAT+19, ABP+19, AOL+18, AKD+17, BBS+17, Can17, CCLL17, DZL+15, DB15a, FAH+17, GCZ+19, GP17, GWZ+19b, HBM+19, HH18, HDA+17, HZH+15, JNS+19, KQM+19, LAMACE+17, LJ16, LJS+16a, LJS+16b, LZH+18, MGA+19, MCI+16, MSK+19, MSL+16, NNH17, Ni19, NPO+17, OBS+17, PTMP+15, PMP+17, SJJ+19, SXT+16, Sch17b, STF18, SK16b, SK18a, SL19, YWW+17, ZCL+15, vDMR+19,
vGWC+18, CLV17. regulator
[CI17, EMB+15, FG15, FdAV+17, KBJ16, PPB+15, QJP+17, QPZ+17, SLW+18, SIO+16, SIBM17, VWM+18, VMPB+16, WPA+18, Dic17]. regulators
[BCMM+19, CPP+18, KJC+15, MCGM15a, MCGM15b, WZC+15].
regulatory [DUL+19, JGCAC+15, POTZ15, RND+17, SM18, SBC+16a, SBC+16b, VZB19, WBL+15, WHB+18, ZLG+15]. reinervation [SCP+15]. reintroduction [KdBKvdK15, SKVvdK15]. related \[BMC15, CD18, DMC+16, MGE+15, VAB+18, CKKG17\]. relates \[LLZ+19\]. relationships \[CI17, TKM16\]. relative \[CZW+18\]. relax [GF16]. relaxation [GBD+18]. relaxes [EW17]. RELCH [SiYM+18].
RELC/H/KIAA1468 [SiYM+18]. release
[BLZ+15, BZG+17, CZZ+15, DNMB16, Das17, GSD+15, KOR+19, MWSM18, MWSM19, MPW+19, MG17, NGX+19, Nie19, NLH+19, PNE+19, PMW18. Rab17, SPD+17, SZSS18, SZL+16, SK18b, XJG+17, YWW17]. released \[BBJ+18\]. releasing \[KMJ+18\]. reliant \[ZCH+18\]. relies \[FFG+18\]. relieves \[Sho15-42\]. relieving \[LM15\]. relocalize \[IBFDB18\]. remain \[LJ17a\]. remnant \[Ott16\]. remodel \[LLAC18a, LLAC18b\]. remodeled \[CO19\]. Remodeling
[CAP+16, BPH+15, CRPS+19, GCW+16, HLHFG15, KFAMR17, MSE+17, OMKM16, PLH18, SJ19, Sho16p, VCD+15, WW16, Laci19]. remodels \[AKTR18, BMW+18\]. removal \[PhHS+16, PM15\]. remove \[MGSO+18, YNN18\]. renmyelination \[Sho15-72\]. renal
[DSH+18, LAMACE+17, SQ15]. renewal \[TZC+15\]. reorganization
[CYT+18, DTW+16, LZD+16]. reorientation
[BP9a, BP9b, LNS+19, NLS+18]. Repair
[HSK+19, AWL18, ABGG16, BLL15, Can19, CPP+18, CR18, DQB+16, EEE+16, EMRS+18, GCZ+19, GCA+17, GRB19, GCW+16, HLHFG15, LWZ+18, LS16, LCD+17, LPHH16, Lov18, MCGC+15, MPDN+17, NVP17, NIN+19, PLG+15, PMHB17, Pri17, QSZ+17a, QSZ+17b, SG19, Sho15-36, Sho17, SOP+16, SJ16, XIZ+18, YGMR+17, vV17a]. repairs \[RS16\].
Replicate \[Göm17\]. replicates \[LGG+17\]. replicating \[CST+16\]. Replication \[OO18, AWL18, BG18, BHS18, BCMM+19, CQB+19, CRS+17, Col18, DKS15, Ger15, GRB19, HSN+16, Hyr15, Les16g, Lov18, MLJ+16, MN17, PST18, RS19, RLS18a, RLS18b, SPH+19, SD16b, TBL+15, UDH+16, WSP+18, XRH+18a, XRH+18b, YGMR+17, ZDM+15]. replication-associated \[Lov18\]. replication-dependent \[AWL18\]. replicative \[TZC+15\]. Reply \[TT19\]. Repo \[LSMG18\]. reporter \[Yud19\]. repositioning \[KDV+15, Sho16-34\]. repositions \[BMM+19\]. represes \[MNLB16\]. repressing \[FKL+18a, FKL+18b\]. repression \[CMM+15, DMG+19\]. repressor \[KDA+18, OBY+15\]. Reproducibility \[YH15, MB15\]. reproduction \[CM18, TM18\]. reprogramming
[IZBH+17, LT19a, SRF19]. repulsion \[GKK16a, GKK16b, MvVV+16, PLD+15\]. require \[HOB+16, HBM+19\]. required \[AKD+17, BBC+16, DOA+17, EMRS+18, FTS+19, FBPN+18,
NHA+19, NIdG+18, NKH+19, NP15, PCF+19, PBS+16, PUY+19, RND+17, TALR+19, VBJ+18a, VBj+18b, XPZ+19, XRH+18a, XRH+18b, Yud+19].


Rhes [SS+19]. RHO [Mar+15, FLS+16, GKC+17, LR+18, LW+16b, LDMW+15, NV+17, O’D+18g, OOT+18, SZSS+18, Sho+16y, TY+16, TCWM+18, TAQ+19].


ribosome-induced [FCLoS+19]. Ribosomes [Sho+15-49, BMW+18, DBS+18, GSD+15, SG+18a, SG+18b]. Richard [Jor+16].

Rick [Sed+15a]. RIDD [TCP+18]. Ride [Ser+17, Kay+16, Sho+16x]. ridesshare [Sho+15f]. rificed [Sho+15-45]. right [Avd+16, Jor+16b, Les+15o, LBD+18, Sho+17c].


role [AATP+17, BYMS+19, BRACA+16, CAP+16, FC+15, FB+15, FTDC+17, GRU+18, GAS+15, JGCAC+15, JIB+19, LCD+17, LNH+15, MP+17a, MHS+15, MGE+15, MWF+15, NYW+17, NP+15, OKY+16, RND+17, Sho+16g, SR+17a, SL+15, VBJ+18a, VBJ+18b, YGW+17, Zhu+17, CYH+16].

Roles [POE+16, ABP+19, CR+17, DKR+19a, DKR+19b, FFATC+15, GGW+19, GVD+19, GAS+18, KGN+15, KOIT+16, LYO+15, MSS+17, POTZ+15, Powl+15k, GMM+18, RC+15, SD+16b, WBN+18, ZTR+17]. Roll [Spe+17b]. ROMO1 [RDN+19, LgYL+18]. Roop [Sil+17]. root [SZL+16].


OLL+17, QZY+19, SCNTC+18, SKW+19, SMEO17. Seipin [SLPW19, Boh18, BEMW+18, GBM+15, SAB+18]. Seipin-linked [EBMW+18]. Seizure [HS16]. Selective


senescence-associated [AIK+16, GG16]. Senescent [NF19, DCM+15, TMFR+19]. Sense [Sch19, CWCG19, Nie16, Sed15j, Sed15s]. sensibility [Sch19]. sensing [CNRR+17, McM19, TM18]. sensitive [KD19, RBZ18, MYT+16].

sensitivity [MWW+16]. sensitize [VAKB+18]. sensor [KOV+16a, KOV+16b, WGHE+18]. sensory [CKJ+15]. Sentin [GCL+15].


serve [PXN18]. serves [SMC+15]. service [PM18, Sho15f]. set [GSM+15, Sed15h, Sho16d, Sho18d, AFT+19, QZY+19]. SET/TAF1 [AFT+19]. Set1C [KHA+18]. SETDB1 [CHZ+17, RMTR17, DMG+19].

sets [AWS+18, BMF18, MF16a, SMC+15]. set severely [ZT+15]. severely [NOS+15]. severely [LSN+19, MRM18, NLS+18]. sexual [CM18]. Sey1p [YSW+15]. SFI1 [KMC+19, SER+15]. SFT [SSM+18]. SFT-4 [SSM+18]. SFT-4/ [SSM+18]. SGF [AHA+19]. SGK [HHCK19, HHH+19]. Sgo1 [QZY+19]. Sgo2 [AFT+19]. Sgs1 [CNA+17]. Shade [Sed15x]. Shao [Sed15a]. Shape [TKM16, FG16, Jor16d, LCM+16, LMDM+16, O'D19d, PCM16, SPE+17a, SK18a, UGG18, Pow15f]. Shape-shifting [Pow15f].

tango [Sho15q, Pfe16]. TANGO1 [Gli17, MKS17, RBP19]. TAP [FSF]. TAP1 [OPP].
Tango [HHT]. Thomas [Sed15w]. There [Sho17]. thereby [WEQ15]. things [Jor16d, O'D19d, Sed16d].
Thinking [MC15, She15, SB17]. thiol [RGOS16]. thiol-based [RGOS16]. Thirty [HK15].
Thomas [Sed15w]. Tavor [Pow15k]. thought [Yel18]. Three [MBT16, SZR15, TF16, WB18].
transquilizes [Sho15]. trans [CBM+16, DSN15a, DSN15b, GKK16a, GKK16b, IB19a, IB19b, Sed15p].
trans-endocytosis [GKK16a, GKK16b]. trans-Golgi [CBM+16, IB19a, IB19b, Sed15p].
trans-interaction [DSN15a, DSN15b]. Transcription
[EMRS18, BMP18, BGD18, Cas17a, CDF18, DAG15, Ger18, HBBG17, LT18, NWFY15, PNB15, RHCS16, SPK18, Sed16b, TSB18, UD16].
Transcriptional [OBY15, SK18a, VRK17, Bob17, CMM15, CIK17, DMG19, FBBRCA18, GCY19, HC18, KJ18, SIO16, SXT16, XMJ19]. transcriptome [LJ16]. transcriptomics [WHB18].
transcytosis [ND17]. transducer [ITN17]. transduces [VCD15].
Transducing [CF15]. transduction [KBT15]. transfer
[AF1+16, CP1+15, GY18, KTK18]. transferrin [DNMB16].
transforming [KKD16]. Transient [LXR15]. transit
[BG18, WWW18].
Transition
[VP1+16, DCF17, HHCK19, LW19, RDO15, SXT16, SSP15, YNN18].
translating [KP18, O’D19].
Translation
[PBL19, PBS16, PH16, SPMM17, SG18a, SG18b, VLP15].
Translational [NP1O17, Inf18c, O’D19a, SL19].
translationally
[SEN15]. translesion [Sho15-36, TSFP15].
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